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INTRODUCTION TO FOOL'S GOLD IS GREEN
"There is no more surer, more subtler means of overturning the existing basis of society than to debauch the
currency. The process (of inflating) engages all of the
hidden forces of economics on the side of destruction and
does it in a manner that not one man in a million can
diagnose it".
— John Maynard Keynes in Economic
Consequence of the Peace
This booklet is dedicated in memory of that one man in a
million who was one year old when the above statement
was written in 1920, Merrill M.E. Jenkins, Sr. (1919-1979)
the First Monetary Realist.
As his inventions in vending devices and other fields
reached millions, his discoveries in Monetary Realism are
reaching more. He was the author of 7 books on the
subject with the first being "Money", the Greatest Hoax On
Earth.
This book is just one of many by him and others to bring
you Monetary Realism as opposed to economics, the
"dismal science", the science of monetary deception.
Monetary Realism is the science of exposure and
revelation of monetary skullduggery and economists.
Economics is the art of convincing people that paper is
money while plundering them with it and eventually
enslaving them. Economists are those who are skilled at
keeping the sheep calm while they are being shorn.
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"You can fool some of the people all of the time and you
can fool all of the people some of the time but you can't
fool all of the people all of the time". - Abe Lincoln
This book will be a test of your COGNITIVE
DISSONANCE. As explained by a great writer on mind
control, K. M. Heaton, the theory of cognitive dissonance
is a theory that the mind involuntarily rejects information
not in line or cognizant with previous beliefs or actions.
That is, people believe what they like to believe or things
similar to other things they believed before. There was a
time when they believed the Earth was flat and those who
knew the truth were punished or ostracised for expressing
a different view. "The time will come when people won't
listen to the truth, they will seek out teachers who teach
them what they want to hear". 2 Tim, 4:3.
It can be very difficult for well fed, comfortable and
amused people to conceive of a system of plunder that
they, their parents and grandparents were born into along
with the plunderers, their parents and grandparents but
the failure to believe in such a system does not prove its
non-existance. Instead, it assures that the system will
continue until the victims lose all rights to private property
and are reduced to serfs.
One of the first acts of Jimmy Carter as president was to
sign a treaty with the United Nations authorizing them to
abolish all private property. Though many weekly papers
printed this, author knows of no daily papers that did.
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"A pre I.M.F. seminar of eminent
economists could not agree on what
money is or how banks create it"
Page 1, Wall Street Journal, Sept. 24,1971
Questions on the above quote:
1. If the economists do not know what the 'money' is—
how did the economists determine that the banks
created the money?
2. If the economists do not know what 'money' is—how
come 200 million people think they do know what
'money' is?
3. If the economists do not call the paper and metal
tokens in use today 'MONEY'— what do the
economists call the paper and metal tokens in use
today?
THERE IS CERTAINLY
CONFUSION!

A

GREAT

DEAL

OF

The paper and metal tokens in use today are printed and
minted by government, but the economists say 'Money' is
created by banks.
Two Hundred million people today use the paper and
metal tokens and call it 'money'.
Economists use the same paper and metal tokens, BUT
say they they do not know what money is! They know
something the public does not know."
— from Free Money by Merrill Jenkins, Sr.
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"The world is governed by far different personages than
what is imagined by those not behind the scenes"
— Benjamin Disraeli
"Those who issue and control money and credit
determine the policies of government and hold the
destinies of the people in the hollow of their hands"
— Sir Reginald McKenna
"The money power preys upon the nation in times of
peace and conspires against it in times of adversity. It
denounces as public enemies, all who question its
methods or throw light upon its crimes"
— Abraham Lincoln
History shows that the money changers have used every
form of abuse, intrigue, deceit and violent means
possible to maintain control over governments by
controlling the money and its issuance"
— President James Madison
"Banking institutions are like standing armies"
— Thomas Jefferson
"Our monetary system would not work if all of the world's
bankers were not in collusion"
— Merrill M.E.Jenkins
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The Birth Of Inflation
"Though the process improverishes many, it actually enriches some"
John Maynard Keynes
When you lose due to inflation, someone GAINS. Your wealth can not just
disappear into thin air unless it was gaseous in the first place. When millions are
losing thousands by inflation, a handful of men somewhere are gaining by the
billions or trillions. It should be expected that such men would train and hire all of
the economists they need to confuse everyone including those economists about
inflation.
For the few to control the many with inflation fear, chemicals, tax illusions and
propaganda, their victims must not know what inflation is; who creates it; that
they are controlled with it; that taxes are illusory or why they have the illusion. Nor
should they know why their water is fluoridated or the true purpose of the FDA.
Amusements must be everywhere for everyone. To muse is to think. Amuse is
without think. Amusements are devices intended to keep us from thinking about
things that we should think about such as money, taxes, government, freedom,
liberty. The Romans had bread and circuses. We have food stamps, football, foos
ball, fools on TV ad infinitum.
There is no other purpose on Earth for economists than to confuse everyone
including themselves about inflation. CPAs are people you hire to certify that you
are as confused as they are. We must either seek fusion (unity) or confusion.
Economists, accountants, lawyers and bankers are united against us whether
they know it or not. No man's judgement can be any better than his information
says Stuart Crane, Ph.D. What do we have when information is kept from the
economists, accountants, lawyers, bankers, doctors, teachers etc. whom we
trust? When a handful of men create unlimited money (credit) out of thin air and
get everything for nothing with it, why should they share all of their secrets and
see their privilege to create unlimited money abolished? Shouldn't you expect
them to work hard at maintaining secrecy by all. means fair or foul? Shouldn't you
expect them to buy control of all major means of communication? "History shows
that the money changers have used every form of abuse, intrigue, deceit and
violent means possible to maintain control over governments by controlling the
money and its issuance" — President James Madison.
"In fact, evil men and false teachers will get worse and worse deceiving many,
they themselves having been deceived by Satan"—2 Timothy 3:13.
Centuries ago, people exchanged their perishable wealth for non-perishable gold
which is also wealth in spite of the fact that it was called "money". In time, they
began to store their gold in the vaults of goldsmiths and received paper receipts
for it. As more time passed, they
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wanted to exchange their gold for other wealth and found it practical to just
deliver their receipts for gold rather than the gold itself. Since the receipts for gold
were almost as acceptable as the gold itself, the receipts too were called
"money".
The goldsmiths eventually became aware that only about 10% of the gold they
stored for others was ever claimed and the rest just collected dust. Finally on one
fateful day, a goldsmith issued a receipt for non-existant gold and either spent or
lent it into circulation AS money. Inflation was born! There was no INCREASE in
the money supply as economists are trained to teach us is the "cause" of
inflation. There was only an increase in the RECEIPTS for money (gold). Inflation
then as now was a fraudulent claim for wealth. When the 2nd such fraudulent
receipt was issued, it too was inflation and the first was still inflation. So defining
'inflation' as an "increase" (of something) only deceives the victims as to what
inflation really is and paves the way for more inflation in the form of fraudulent
receipts for wealth.
Quoting the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago in Modern Money Mechanics:
"At one time bankers were merely middle men. They made a profit by
accepting gold and coins brought to them for safekeeping and lending them
to borrowers. But they soon found that the receipts they issued to depositors
were being used as a means of payment.* These receipts were acceptable
as money since whoever held them could go to the banker and exchange
them for metallic money."
"Then bankers discovered that they could make loans merely by giving
borrowers their promises to pay (bank notes). In this way, banks began to
create money. More notes could be issued than the gold and coin on hand
because only a portion of the notes outstanding would be presented for
payment at any one time. Enough metallic money had to be kept on hand, of
course, to redeem whatever volume of notes was presented for payment".
AND WHEN THEY DID NOT KEEP ENOUGH GOLD ON HAND, THEIR FRAUD
WAS EXPOSED AND THEY WERE HUNG BY THE NECK. When they held only
1000 ounces of gold and issued notes for 12,000 oz., what do you suppose
happened when 10% of the note holders showed up to claim their gold?
"Demand deposits are the modern counterpart of bank notes. It was a small
step from printing notes to making book entries to the credit of borrowers
which the borrowers, in turn, could 'spend' by writing checks" — ibid.
* But were not actual payment
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Creating money out of nothing was fun and profitable but the hangings caused
convulsions and DEATH. How could they continue this fraud without the
hangings? Well, the problem arose when too many notes were presented for
redemption. What would happen if they knew that one person kept many notes in
his house and they burnt his house down? There would be no problem with
redeeming those notes would there? What if he had his notes hidden somewhere
and they simply killed the note owner? What if they hired someone to steal the
notes while he slept? What if they established a government and taxed the notes
away from everybody who had them and taxed gold away from those who had
gold and used that gold to settle the claims of survivors who still had notes? What
if they used all of these means and still could not get the notes out of circulation
fast enough, do you think they could collect more taxes if they kept the people
believing that a powerful enemy might invade them and high taxes were needed
to provide for a defense? Would the bankers create and sustain an "enemy" just
for that purpose? We are told that Russia borrows from Western banks and the
Bible says: "The borrower is servant to the lender"—Proverbs 22:7. Do YOU think
the Bible is wrong? Would you rather just think this verse is being misconstrued?
Can you think of why the Russians would give up their valuable gold for paper
that cost the world banking system nothing if they were not in fact servants of
same?
"When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men living together in
society, they create for themselves in the course of time, a legal system that
authorizes it and a moral code that glorifies it"
— Economic Sophisms by Frederic Bastiat (1801-1850)
In 1848, bankers hired a man by the name of Karl Marx to draw up a plan to
perpetuate their plunder with non-redeemable notes. It is known today as the
"Communist Manifesto". The 5th plank called for the establishment of a central
bank which would legalize what bankers in the past were hung for, the process
known as "fractional reserve banking". The 1st, 2nd and 3rd planks call for real
estate tax, income tax and inheritance tax to get their fraudulent notes out of
circulation after they plunder us with them. Rebel against these taxes and you
learn about the 4th plank which calls for "confiscation of property of rebels!" The
10th plank calls for "free education in public schools" so that acceptance for this
system of plunder is gained at an early age.
There are millions of Americans aware of most everything written here who
agree that every president in this century has been owned by the bankers along
with all of their appointees and employees. It seems that they fail to see the only
purpose of all of those people which is to see that their masters keep creating
money out of thin air to control all of us. Probably most of our Congressmen are
honest people who think the President and his cabinet aim to serve the American
people but the Bible
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tells us that no man can serve two masters. So the cabinet members, their
employees and the President testify before Congress to influence legislation that
will give the bankers even more control over us. In addition, they influence the
news media that influences us to demand the legislation they need to control us.
It IS a cancerous system!
In colonial times, this country was plundered with non-redeemable paper
currency knows as the "Continental dollar" and the people suffered greatly under
the legal tender laws that compelled them to accept nothing for something. In
1789, our Constitution was written to protect us from such inflation and the
tyrannical government it makes possible. Legal tender was prohibited in Art. 1,
Sec. 10 with the words: "No state shall pass any law impairing the obligations of
contracts" AND the 5th amendment words: "... nor shall private property be taken
for public use without just compensation." For an accurate description of that
period of history, please see The Miracle On Main Street by F. Tupper Saussy.
This book has the solution to our problem with inflation.
It is not possible for people to control public servants when the servants print
paper that the people call "money" and accept as payment for all of their labor.
When they accept such paper, they cease to have servants and gain MASTERS.
"Whoever controls the volume of money in any country is absolute master of all
commerce and industry" — President James A. Garfield (He was shot).
In the Constitution, Art. 1, Sec. 8, we authorized Congress to COIN money (not
print it), regulate the value (weight) thereof and of foreign coin and to FIX a
standard of weights and measures (for the coins). When we authorized them to
borrow money, we authorized them to borrow some of the metal that they coined.
Today, they only record that they borrow and there is no limit to what they can
record. THAT explains why we can't control them. He who pays the piper calls
the tune!
On April 2, 1792, Congress passed the MINT ACT which established gold and
silver coins as the money of account and FIXED the dollar as a WEIGHT of gold
or silver in coin form. They also provided a penalty of DEATH for officers of the
mint who might take part in debasing our coins because they knew that
counterfeiters could overthrow our Republic. It wasn't too long before somebody
divided the 480 grains in an ounce by the 24 3/4 grains in the dollar of gold and
came up with a "price" of gold in dollars per ounce which is little different than
dividing the number of ounces in a gallon by the number of ounces in a pint and
obtaining the price of milk! Nevertheless, gullible citizens accepted this bit of
legerdemain and the stage was set to convince them that the dollar was a
physical entity rather than a measure of weight fixed by Congress. It was just a
matter of time before the people believed that entity was a piece of paper. If it
were, wouldn't 10 dollars have to be 10 pieces of paper?
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The day of infamy was Dec. 23,1913, when Congress passed the Federal
Reserve Act and, in implementing this 5th plank of Karl Marx's communist
manifesto, they legalized what bankers in the past had been hung for. Though we
authorized Congress to provide penalties for counterfeiting, this infamous act
provided presses, paper, ink and labor for counterfeiting by government. To
control the volume of counterfeit used by its victims, the 16th amendment was
passed in the same year, i.e.- Marx's 2nd plank, a progressive income tax.
For details of the skullduggery involved in these two pieces of legislation see
None Dare Call It Conspiracy by Gary Allen. lt is an excellent book for one buck
even though Allen prints the banker's sophistic reason for the tax: "To pay the
interest on the debt". Its true purpose was written by economist John Maynard
Keynes in Economic Consequences of The Peace:
"If governments should refrain from regulation (of our consumption) the
worthlessness of the money becomes apparent and the fraud upon the
public can be concealed no longer."
After all, what good are 200 million slaves who consume all they produce?
Careful observation of the legislation promoted these days indicate that our
subrosa government's total efforts are in finding even more ways to regulate our
consumption even if they have to kill us to do it. The diabolical thing about it is
that they use their controlled press to get us to demand the legislation they need
to control us-be it for taxation, fluoridation, busing or whatever.
One thing the sorry 16th DID NOT DO was to authorize compulsory filing of
income tax returns! It could not do so without repealing our 1st amendment right
to remain silent; our 4th amendment rights to privacy and our 5th amendment
right not to be a witness against ourselves. These rights as well as rights
guaranteed by the 9th and 13th amendments are waived when any person files a
tax return. If Congress could pass a law that requires us to waive our rights, then
we have no rights! Is THAT right? No such law has ever been passed. How then
are people who assert their rights convicted? Well, the truth is, that you have no
more rights than what jurors know about and Marx's public schools were not
intended to teach citizens their rights! With enough educated jurors we could
break the bankster's stranglehold on us. It has been reported that it is nearly
impossible for the IRS to get a conviction in Montana due to an educational
campaign there. As for the rest of the country, there are less than 500 convictions
per year with some 25 million less filing over an 8 year period. A conviction is
"milked" for all it is worth to terrify hundreds of thousands of the Fed's victims.
First, there is a news release that the victim was arrested and charged with
"willful failure to file". That terrifies some. Then there is a rigged trial where the
judge and prosecutor intimidate a jury they choose. Another news
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release that the victim was found guilty. That terrifies people again. Then several
weeks later, the victim is sentenced followed by another news release. He
appeals. Eventually the appeal will be denied and the victim is sent to jail with
still one more news release. See how much "mileage" they get out of just one
victim? There is no way a victim can be freed upon appeal because if he were,
everybody would copy what he did and wreck the system. Murders and rapists
are freed because they pose no threat to the Fed's system of plunder, In fact,
they are allies because thier release helps to create an aura of justice.
"Often the masses are plundered and do not know it"—Frederic Bastiat (18011850) in Economic Sophisms. Worse yet, they will defend and reelect the
plunderers while they ridicule and condemn those who try to expose them! Try to
tell a graduate of the public fool (sick) (sic) system that the monetary system is
not right and they are quick to insist that it "works". And it is working them out of
lives, liberty and property! Graduates of the private schools are little wiser. Their
textbooks may have been written by victims of the public fool system.
There can be no modern wars and no communism without bank credit and legal
tender. Communism is just sophisticated theft. The credit and legal tender tokens
are like the leavings of pack rats, animals that steal shiny objects and leave sticks
or stones in their place. Taxes and tax illusions conceal the theft in two ways: one
is that they get the credit and legal tender away from us after we are robbed with
it so that a certain scarcity is maintained which is a basic requirement for
anything to serve as money; Secondly, it leaves the thought that government
wouldn't tax it away from us if they did not need it to spend themselves. Endless
reports of "wasted tax dollars" divert the people's attention from the truth that
there are NO tax dollars that go anywhere. How can YOU send them any money
when all you have in the bank is numbers and the Fed states: "The Federal
Reserve system (of plunder) operates (on us) only with credit"?? Beware of any
economist or economic writer who speaks of money AND credit. Money IS credit!
You don't send the IRS money, you send them an authorization for your bank to
reduce your credit. The IRS neither wants nor collects money. They are forbidden
by official guidelines to even tell you what is current as money. See
Congressional Record Feb. 21. 1979, page E609.
So, with the Fed creating unlimited credit, they must control the volume to remain
our "absolute masters". With money being anything USED AS a medium of
exchange, there are 3 ways to control the volume: They can tax it away from us
so that we don't use it; they can demand high interest (usury) to discourage
usage and they can simply see that users or potential users of credit are
exterminated. WHO should go? When they need less consumption and more
production, they need to eliminate non-productive consumers. You know what
they are doing about babies!
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Sugar, salt, tobacco, aluminum and fluoridated water over a period of years with
perhaps other slow poisons help to insure that we expire before we retire. "If
there were fewer people bidding against each other.. money (credit) would keep
its value"—Keeping Our Money Healthy pub. Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Whenever you visit a Veteran's cemetary, remember that paper money made it
possible. "My people perish for lack of knowledge" —Hosea 4:6.
The newspapers keep us fearful of a country that can't whip Afghanistan in 3
years and Napoleon said that he feared 3 newspapers more than 100,000
bayonetts! Students of this conspiracy will agree that Russia has been owned by
New York and London bankers since 1919. See None Dare Call It Conspiracy for
more on this. (ONLY 1 BUCK)
President Garfield told us that whoever controlled the volume of money in any
country was absolute master of all commerce and industry. For the secret owners
of the Fed to control the volume of money and become our absolute masters,
they had to get the gold away from our grandparents. This was accomplished in
1933 with the threats of fines and imprisonment by their president Franklin D.
Roosevelt whose aide Harry Hopkins said: "Elect, elect, elect, tax, tax, tax,
spend, spend, spend, the people are too damned dumb to understand".
Hopkins words were really proven accurate when the Treasury began to steal our
silver with the Thomas amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act in 1933. It
provided a tax of 50% on all private sales of silver when the "price" of that money
was 80 cents an ounce. Simultaneously, the Treasury agreed to pay 50 cents an
ounce for silver. When Congress fixed the dollar as 24% grains of gold, they also
fixed it as 412V2 grains of silver or about 3/4 ounce of silver. That meant that 50
cents was 3/8 of an ounce of silver. So, with the Treasury "paying" 3/8 of an
ounce of silver for an ounce of silver, they were stealing 5/8 of all silver produced
and the victims could not see it because they thought the dollar was a piece of
paper! "What fools these mortals be!" —Shakespeare.
Please keep in mind that all of this skullduggery was possible because the
bankers owned the President and his Secretary of the Treasury. Of course they
also own the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of State and everybody else they
need to provide us with wars whenever they think they need one to thin our ranks
or to distract us. We are supposed to believe that Liberty Bonds in 1918 and
Savings Bonds in World War II were used to finance these wars but the truth is,
the Fed created all the credit they needed out of thin air and the bonds were used
to reduce our consumption so that we would not bid prices to the sky and expose
their fraud perpetrated with the credit. Who would ever consider that government
prints the bonds AND the paper with which to buy them? Yes, Hopkins was right!
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As they kept printing more paper and more people were wanting silver coins, it
looked like the "price" of silver could exceed 1.29 pieces of paper called "dollars"
per ounce and the people might melt the silver to exchange for paper bills at a
"profit" so the silver coins had to be taken out of circulation. The Vietnam War
provided an outstanding smokescreen for the confiscation of our silver. The
Tonkin Gulf "incident" that provided the excuse for bombing North Vietnam was
in August 1964, just weeks before Congress stopped coining money (silver)
never to start again. We were told that food and technology were given by us to
Russia during that "war" and also told that Russia supplied North Vietnam. We
might well have sent it direct and we may have actually done that too! In any
event, both sides were financed with credit that bankers created out of thin air.
"The Federal Reserve system operates (on us) only with credit", said the New
York Federal Reserve bank in 1960 in Keeping Our Money Healthy. Do you like
to be operated on? Gold and silver coins are barter.
There are only two economic systems on Earth; God's and the Fed's. God
commanded a barter system with the words: "Thou shalt not steal". The ONLY
purpose of credit is to take people's property without payment. True, the taker
may eventually pay if there were lawful coins to pay with but in 1968, Congress
authorized the Fed to steal all of the lawful coins on deposit in our banks making
lawful payment impossible. In their place we have unconstitutional and God
forbidden legal tender paper and copper tokens that the people call "dollars" and
the sole purpose of legal tender is to take property without payment. The
expression, "cash or credit" is an absurdity when the Fed says the system
operates only with credit! A "cash" register is now a debt register that records
how much merchants were robbed. What "cash or credit" really means today is,
bills of credit or credit. The paper tokens called "dollars" give physical
embodiment to credit, creating the illusion that we use a real medium of
exchange when we are on the THOUGHT standard. If you think you have money
and a banker agrees, then you have it. Otherwise, you ain't got it! Our
Constitution mandates a barter system both with the words: "No state shall make
any THING but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debt" and ". . . nor
shall private property be taken for public use without just compensation".
Compensation means "payment" and the purpose of credit is to avoid payment,
especially when the credit we use today was described by Anatol Balbach of the
St. Louis Fed on KSD radio as "perpetual debt".
The diabolical aspect of this system of plunder is that the victims can not see they
were robbed as if a purse was snatched. They end up with a piece of paper that
permits them to steal an equal amount (less taxes) from their neighbor IF THEY
HURRY. What most fail to consider is that the first user of the paper got it for
absolutely nothing and the last user MUST get absolutely nothing for it. Those in
between help the first user rob the unknown last user and are proportionately
robbed themselves
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depending on how long they held it. They seek the paper while condemning
inflation not knowing they are one and the same. "A double minded man is
unstable in all of his ways" James 1:8. We are a nation of destabilized
doublethinkers. George Orwell was born 30 years too soon!

Render unto Caesar?
When Jesus gave that order, Caesar was the master. The People in Washington
are supposed to be our servants. They are supposed to render to us the services
we authorized in the Constitution. In Romans 13, we are told, "Obey the
government because God put it there. TRUE! The Constitution IS the
government and God put it there. The people in Washington should obey the
Constitution. And we are told to pay taxes too. We are NOT told to pretend that
paper is money and pretend to pay taxes with it. We must get Congress to once
again coin money so that we will have money to pay taxes with.
Lincoln's legal tender acts made all of the abominations mentioned in this book
possible. It is claimed that he later repudiated those acts in public for which he
paid with his life. It was proved in the Civil War that people would not voluntarily
finance a war with something they worked hard to produce. Modern wars would
be impossible without legal tender. To end all wars, communism and inflation,
Ron Paul's H.R. 391 MUST be passed. It will repeal all legal tender laws and
repeal the privilege of banks to create the money wars are financed with.
In the meantime, the best book on the subject of inflation and how to end it is The
Miracle On Main Street by F. Tupper Saussy. This is a pleasant history book on
how and why Article 1, Section 10 was put in our Constitution. It is a book that
ANYONE would enjoy reading. It is not as radical as this book in your hand. The
book IS causing "miracles" and has resulted in the monthly publication of The
Main Street Journal to report on the gains of those fighting for our Constitution.
With new knowledge, an Alabama farmer is suing a bank for 1.7 million "dollars"
and should win the suit. You need a subscription at 30 bucks a year to keep
posted. The book is 6 bucks.
For a little book to show you how really incredible this moneyless monetary
system is you need a copy of Credit Is Debt Is Slavery by Bruce McCarthy for 3
bucks. For still more detail, a copy of Treadmill to Oblivion by Merrill Jenkins for
10 bucks will leave little doubt about where it all must end.
As this book goes into circulation, the author goes out of circulation for refusing to
waive his rights and honor Karl Marx. Please register to vote so that you may get
to be a juror. Be smart enough to play dumb enough that you may be selected
and set our people free. One juror has more power than the whole U.S. Supreme
Court. Please help circulate this book. You must help your neighbor see the truth.
"Ye shall seek the truth for the truth shall set ye free" John 8:32
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"We are in a time of distorted words and phrases. Meanings
have been twisted and reversed. It is the day of "doublethink".
Money no longer means money. Income no longer means
income. Voluntary no longer means voluntary. I could go on
and on with the government's game of doublethink,
exchanging means and perpetuating a system of lies and
deception that is as old as Satan himself. The purpose of
keeping the public confused and causing them to question
their own common sense is to trick them into doubting the truth,
no matter how evident it is. Once we have doubted the truth
that we see and know in our hearts, it is easy to get us to
accept a lie"—The Sentinel.
Skillful use of words is vital in getting the people to believe
what isn't so. Control people's words and you control their
thinking. Control their thinking and you control their minds.
Control their minds and you control their bodies.
Words are used for communications. Control of
Communications is part of 6th plank of Communist Manifesto.

"Those unaware are unaware of being unaware"
—Merrill M.E. Jenkins, Sr. M.R.
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A.A.M. - American Agricultural Movement; farm
organization that can heal America only when
they learn Monetary Realism and demand
passage of H.R. 391.
A.B.A. - One of many national organizations that
funnel bankster's intimidating propaganda
down to local organizations who in turn
propagandize local members. (American Bar
Association).
A.D.A. - Americans Deceiving Americans
(American Dental Association) See 2 Tim.3:13.
A.M.A. - American Medical Association; one of
the 4 major causes of cancer; See Cancer
Institute.
aborticide - A crime defined by Webster as "the
deliberate destruction of the fetus" but euphemised
by banksters as "abortion" to gain acceptability. A
very effective means of regulating ratio of production
to consumption by eliminating non-productive
consumers. abortion - An act of God defined by
Webster as "The natural expulsion of the fetus prior
to viability".—Webster's New World Dictionary, 2nd
College Edition, 1970.
absolute master - What President Garfield described
as whoever controls the volume of money in any
country, i.e. The Federal Reserve. (A private
corporation) absurdity - When government can print
all of the crisp $1000 bills that they want but needs
our old worn tens and twenties to pay their printers
etc.
accuracy - That which the IRS demands but regrets
when you achieve it. (BGM) account - A place where
money and wealth are recorded with identical
symbols such as "$" causing them to lose all
respective identities. Source, Merrill Jenkins.
Adams, John-(1797-1801) Second President of the
U.S. and inflation expert who wrote to Thomas
Jefferson: "All of the perplexities, confusion and
distresses in America arise... from downright
ignorance of the NATURE of coin, credit and
circulation" (emphasis added). He saw inflation born
then killed by Art. 1, Sec. 10.
ad valorem tax - An illusion to conceal Federal
Reserve fraud that is advocated by The Spotlight and
virtually impossible to avoid. See The Spotlight.

aiding and abetting-what all people and publications
are doing when they help maintain the fiction that
government spends money.
alchemist
(modern) - one
who
uses
psychological trickery to convince the masses that
paper is dollars (weights of gold). aluminum pansource of poisoning of which reports are suppressed
(See deodorant). American Medical Assn. - One of
the 4 major causes of cancer; See Cancer Institute.
American Sunbeam, The - A full size 8 page patriotic
weekly that prints ALL views and has given heavy
coverage to this writer. Published by the Duverus
Publishing Co. of 1906 Lowell Rd., Springdale AR
72764. TRY a 6 month subscription, 10 bucks.
AMTRACK - Partial implemenatation of the 6th plank
of the communist mainfesto where Marx called for
c e n t r a l i z e d control of communications and
transport. Amos 8:4-6 - A message for farmers and
bankers to heed. amuse - not think
amusements - devices intended to keep us from
thinking about things that we as citizens, should think
about such as money, taxes, government, freedom,
liberty. The Romans had bread and circuses. We
have food stamps, football, fools on TV. ad infinitum.
Anchorage, Patriots in Action-keep informed with their
newsletter, The Northern Lights Glimmer, valuable
info. 20 bucks a year. Box 8853, Anchorage AK
99508 ph. 907-337-4322. Anti-Economics and
Monetary Reaiism-A collection of published articles
by Dave Wilber and others that will clarify much of
this encyclopedia. Includes S.S. documentation That
S.S. numbers are not required. 10 bucks.
Ashcroft, John D. - The Missouri Attorney General
that wrote a letter stating that Article 1, Section 10 of
our Constitution is still law as well as Missouri statute
408.010 which mandates payment of public debt in
silver coins. On April 26, 1981 he told Roy Malone of
the St. Louis Post Dispatch that if the liberties of a
free society are to be maintained, the public must
assist law enforcement. "To be free from fear" he
said, "citizens should protect their own interests and
that of their neighbors." Do YOU fear your servants?
Attorney General - The chief legal adviser who won't
tell you what Congress considers to be the money of
account since the banks stole our silver coins. See
money of account. Attorney - A term taken from the
Egyptian Sanskrit "torq" (to twist).

Agriculture Secretary - One who can not serve two
masters and must be farmer's enemy or be fired.
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auto registration - A means of controlling
transportation and partial implementation of the
6th plank of the communist manifesto. axiom,
Wilber's - Anything created from nothing
remains nothing and anything derived from it
remains nothing (except God's work). See
modern money.
Bancroft, George - Most famous U.S. historian
and author of little known "A Plea For The
Constitution, Wounded In The House Of Its
Guardians"-a detailed expose of the twisted,
anti-Constitutional Julliard vs. Greenman ruling
that has since caused much agony and suffering. A MUST for Constitutionalists, 5 bucks,
bucks.
bank - Formerly a safe place to store wealth.
Now a place that expropriates wealth with
credit they create from nothing. The place
where "the actual process of money creation
takes place", quoting Chicago Fed in Modern
Money Mechanics, p3.
banker - A person who creates money
psychologically by simply recording numbers in
a "borrower's"account. A man who loans
nothing and charges interest. (See borrower).
bank failure - "Only when the Fed wants them
to fail"--Merrill Jenkins. Banking - A practice
prohibited by at least six states in their earlier
Constitutions. Banking is a history of fraud and
deceit. See Madison, James. See Stamp,
Joshua bankster - Synonym for banker.
bankster goal - To see that all of our freedom is
legislated away from us. banksterese - The
language
of
deception necessary to rob
people in a manner that they won't know they
were robbed. bank loan - 100% imagination.
Banks loan no thing. Law suits are won on this
basis, i.e. Credit River Bank vs. Daly (Wis.)
bank reserves - A deceptive illusion. Banks
hold no wealth for those with claims. "Demand
liabilities of
commercial
banks are
money" - Modern Money Mechanics. bank
secrecy - An absolute necessity to conceal their
fraud but no secrets of yours kept from IRS.
barter - Human production exchanged for
human production of equal parity which includes gold and silver coins. Calling such coins
"money" was one of the greatest mistakes in
history.
Bassackwards - Terms like "bread pounds",
"milk quarts", "potato pecks" and "silver
dollars". Congress FIXED the dollar as a
measure of WEIGHT!
Bastiat, Frederic - (1801 -1850) A contemporary
of Karl Marx who wrote several classic books
exposing socialist chicanery with The Law ($2,
and Economic Sophisms ($6) being 2 of them.

No good American should be without these
books. (See Sophisms)
Becraft, Lowell - A GOOD Christian Lawyer of
110 South Side Square, Huntsville AL 35801. It
was he that researched banking in all states
constitutions and is noted otherwise.
BGM - The initials of Bruce Gordon McCarthy
(which see).
Birkenstock, Joe - Knowledgeable patriot at
1011 River Court' Manitowoc, Wl 54220 bond
(government) - "A c e r t i f i c a t e of guaranteed
confiscation"
quoting
world
renowned
monetary expert, Franz Pick. book entries What the Federal Reserve say they have
reduced everyone's account to thus making the
payment of taxes and other obligations
impossible. Checks only transfer a record of
debt. All tax returns are false. See Wallich,
Henry C.
borrow - To take some physical thing
from another party with intent of returning it.
borrow - A term in banksterese used when
they record that you borrowed money that they
never had.
borrower - A person who took the property of
another with intent to return it. borrower - A
term in banksterese applied to a person who
thinks a bank loaned him money when all they
did was put numbers in his account or give him
debt instruments that were clever imitations of
notes that bore a promise to pay money until
1963. bother - What you do when you ask a
revenue agent or congressman for a two word
answer to the question, "What substance is
current as money"? source BGM.

Brown, George, Jr. - California Congressman
who said: "The administration has allowed a
100 fold increase in the cancer risk without
advertising the change" St. Louis Post
Dispatch, 12-9-82 See Cancer. Bruce, Amos Legal Research Director for the Monetary
Realist Society and the Main Street Journal.
Perhaps the most knowledgeable man in the
country on Federal Reserve fraud and is a
walking (aw library. A Collection of Writings
and Briefs by Amos Bruce, includes his Welby
brief that uses Article 1, Section 10. U.S. Constitution and the Missouri statute mandating
payment in silver coins (408.010 RsMO) 15
bucks.
buck - Something passed as a medium of
exchange. Formerly a weight of gold or silver
lawfully known as a "dollar" but since 1968 is
an imaginary entity represented by symbols on
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green inked bills.
budget, U.S. - A contrivance to convince the
naive that government borrows, collects and
spends money when all they do is RECORD
such happenings. How can they get money
from you when all you have in the bank is book
entries?
Bush, Ken - Invaluable director of public and
private relations for the Monetary Realist
Society and midwest bureau chief of The Main
Street Journal. As leading press agent for
freedom movement, he needs info on your
group and local publicity. Send clippings to Ken
at Box 10744 St. Louis, MO 63129. busing
(forced ) - Regul arl y scheduled kidnappings
used to inflame parents so that they will
demand a legislative solution resulting in less
freedom.
buy - To exchange wealth called "money" for
other wealth; barter. Not done since Congress
abolished the money of account in 1968 which
was silver coins and no replacement was
made. The term is now used if you sell a note or
a not. (See Federal Reserve Not)

100,000 dollar bills that you can sell for only
10,000 dollars of silver resulting in a 60% loss.
Neither the silver nor the paper is capital!
capitalist - One who uses capital to produce
wealth. Antonym; banker.
capitalism - The practice of using capital to
produce wealth which every country in the
World does. See communism.
Carter, Jimmy - (1977-1981) The president who
signed a treaty with the U.N. authorizing them
to abolish all private property.
cash - Not used since the banks stole our silver
coins in 1968. "The Federal Reserve System
operates (on us) only with credit" says New
York Fed in Keeping Our Money Healthy.
cashless society - That which we have had
since our cash (silver coins) was confiscated by
our banks in 1968. Fear its advent and you
never recognize its presence.
cash register - A debt register that records how
much merchants are robbed. (BGM) cassette
tape - A good tape or set of tapes by Merrill
Jenkins can make a 300 mile trip seem like a 30
mile trip if you listen while you drive. He was only
speaker in 20 at U.S.T.U. meeting in Sacramento
to get a standing ovation. Hear that speech for 3
bucks. Hear his 7 hour speech at Button Willow,
CA for 29 bucks.

C.A.B. - Civil Aeronautics Board, partial
implementation of 6th plank of communist
manifesto. See AMTRACK. C.F.R. - Criminal
Friends of Rockefeller. C.P.A. - Counterfeit
Passer's Accomplice. A person you pay to
certify that you are as confused as he is. A
person
vital
to the destruction of
Constitutional government. Calveit,
KenOctogenarian
fighting
for freedom from
13737 Nebraska Ave. Tampa, Fl. cancer - A
very effective means of controlling population
but not recognized by its victims as such.
Cancer Society, American - An organization
founded about the same time as the income tax
was passed by the same people and for the
same purpose of regulating our consumption.
What can't be extorted by fear may be
collected through our charitable inclinations.
Cancer Institute, National - "One of the 4 major
causes of cancer along with the American
Cancer Society, the American Medical
Association and the FDA" quoting Albert
Schatz, M.D. who was famous for his part in
developing s t r e p t o myacin and who
researched the effects of fluoridation in Chile
and concluded that it is especially lethal to malnourished children and old people. See Death.
capital - Wealth used to produce wealth such
as lathes, tractors, hammers,

cemetary (veteran's) - Made possible with bank
credit and paper money. Lincoln proved that
people won't pay for wars if they have to pay
taxes with something they produce such as gold,
silver, food, etc. See Hosea 4:6. Center for
Disease Control, Nat'l. - Bankster organization
that assures sufficient diseases to control
population.
C.F.C - Constitutional Freedom Committee, Box
157, Linwood, N.J. 08221 (Send a buck for info)
Chamber of Commerce, National - Bankster's
means of tunneling intimidating propaganda down
to local Chambers who in turn propagandize
businessmen.
check - An order for a bank to pay "dollars" for
which the bank will give you clever imitations of
notes that once were a promise to pay "dollars".
That is, they exchange engraved paper for
unengraved
paper.
chemical
warfare
Extermination by fluoridation.
child abuse - Fluoridated water, fluoridated
tooth paste, public schools, TV and sugar.
Chicago Patriots - Citizens For Just Taxation,
large organization has twice monthly speakers,
write Box 368, Dolton, IL. 60419
Christians Awake - Newsletter, 10 bucks a year. If
you were fooled about money and taxes, could
you be fooled about religion? This

capital gain - When you pay 25,000 dollars of
silver for property and then exchange it for
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editor says most fundamental Christians are
deceived. His political and monetary insight is
sharper than most. Try it. P.O. Box 3513, West
End Station, Birmingham AL 35211.

communism - something Americans love when
it's called "paper money", "social security",
"welfare checks", "unemployment compensation", "grants", or "free education" and
something they hate when it's called "real
estate tax", "income tax", "inheritance tax",
"inflation", "Federal Reserve", "EPA", "IRS",
"ICC" etc.
communist - A person rewarded with
bank credit for promoting Marxist goals.
communist manifesto-What banksters hired
Karl Marx to draft in 1848 as a plan to wipe out
the middle class. NINE of ten planks are NOW
law in America. 5 copies will be sent for one
silver dime (pre 1965) or 1 buck. confession A 1040 form or any other means of giving
information to government. confidence - The
mental conditon that permits plunder with
paper money or credit. 2. That which people
should not place in banks, lawyers,
accountants, economists or big
government.
confiscation - That which occurs when people
exchange wealth for credit or strips of green
paper that the first user got for nothing. 2. That
which Marx calls for in his 4th plank if you rebel
against the other planks. Constitution, U.S. - A
divinely inspired instrument meant to protect
us from government by providing a sound
monetary system based solely on barter with
just weights. It forbids the taking of private
property for public use without just
compensation.
Today,
no
branch
of
government lawfully pays for anything, they expropriate with checks. See Hosea 4:6.
consumer price index - A device to falsely
convince us that prices are inflation. (See
Device) (See Price).
CONRAIL - Partial implementation of the 6th
plank of the communist manifesto. CongressAn assembly of 535 men and woman who
listen to the President and his appointees all of
which are selected by banksters and have no
other purpose than to see that banksters
maintain control of the volume of money and
remain our absolute masters. See Garfield,
James. Consumers Union - An organization
that promotes poisoning our water with sodium
fluoride. A "non-profit organization". WHY
would the banksters who control it do anything
for profit when they can create money out of
thin air?
Continental - Unfunded paper currency of
colonial times that collapsed just as surely as
today's unfunded paper must collapse. Cook,
Peter - Promoter of unjust weights forbidden by
God and our Constitution. He is skilled
at
beating new words into the

city hall - the place that started the cliche, "You
can't beat city hall".
Clay, William L. - Congressman from St. Louis
who said: "History tells us that in any society
driven by meaness, madness or mentally
disturbed tyrants, the first victims slated for extermination are the weak and the helpless"--St.
Louis Post Dispatch editorial, 12-4-82 See
Fluoridation.
coin (noun) - A circular metal disc made of
precious metal.
coin (verb) - To stamp circular discs out of
precious metal.
coin dealer - A person that buys and sells
paper; a paper dealer.
collapse, monetary - As certain as the sun's
rising in the East. When it is final will your
assets be collapsible or non-collapsible?
Doubters need a copy of Merrill Jenkins'
Treadmill To Oblivion (Buy now-Pay Never) 11
bucks or 1 dollar of silver. collateral - Wealth
pledged to banks as security for the money
they pretend to lend, which will be seized if the
"borrower" doesn't pretent to repay what he
pretended to borrow. Colorado - National
Commodity and Barter Association. For privacy
with "no trail" checking contact NCBA at 180
East Hampden, Englewood, CO 80110 ph. 303761-9381. commodity futures—A substantial
source of inflation when people offer nonexistant production in competition with real
production. See Inflation.

communications - That which must be
controlled by a central government if the 6th
plank of the communist manifesto is to be
implemented, i.e. FCC, DOE, postal monopoly,
newspapers and schools. communism Banksterism, as there can be no communism
without bank credit. It's total control over people
with fiat money, credit, fear, fluoride, usury, tax
illusions and massive propaganda. What each
new law brings us one step at a time closer to
having. Little countries are communized by
massive firepower purchased with bank credit.
Larger countries are communized with massive
legislation purchased with bank credit.
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Constitution while beating old ones out of it;
champion of legal tender. Opponent of self
government. See Legal tender. cop - A person
who either can't understand our simple
Constitution or ignores it or thinks that strips of
paper are the gold and silver coins the
Constitution mandates his payment in. 2. A
principle "cause" of inflation since the paper he
accepts without protest IS inflation per se.
credit - A weightless "medium of exchange"
forbidden by God as unjust and precluded by
our Constitution. A psychological device that
the first user gets for absolutely nothing and
the last user must get absolutely nothing for. It
is created out of nothing (see Axiom) by 15,000
commercial banks for the sole purpose of expropriating wealth and enslaving those who accept it. Even our president and Congress are
controlled with it (see Garfield, James).

consumption, death eliminates consumers, i.e.,
U.S. Government.
death penalty - Provided by an act of Congress
in 1792 for debasement of our coins because
they knew that counterfeiters could overthrow
our Republic (which they did). death and taxes Two things that are NOT certain. When
Congress abolished the money of account in
1968, they abolished the means of paying
taxes. Instead of abolishing death, we get
chemicals like sodium fluoride to speed it up.
debt-The undelivered portion of an exchange
(Merrill Jenkins). A word that almost no writers
on money seem to definite. debt free "money" Gold and silver coins of full parity. 2. Something
no piece of paper can be regardless of issuer.
debt free paper money - ln the same category
as dry water. Paper is too heavy to use as
money unless it represents debt. It would take
two trucks to haul the paper required to pay for
a Cadilac UNLESS the car dealer was cheated.
See Webster.
debt instruments - Fiscal enemas injected into
the economy by banksters to see what they can
flush out of us. (BGM) deficit - An imaginary
medium of exchange that Congress "spends"
due to an absence of revenue, See Revenue,
See Spend. deficit spending - One of many
"causes" of inflation for us to argue about when
there is no cause. Inflation is credit. deflationary
exchange - Bankster
action anticipated by
many where the decimal in bank accounts will
be moved one or two places to the left and new
currency is issued on a basis of ten old for one
new or 100 for one; better explained in
"Money", The Greatest Hoax On Earth by
Merrill Jenkins, 9 bucks. demand - The desire
to make an exchange accompanied
by
means of payment (See Payment).
democracy - The worst possible form of
government because the majority rules whether
they be good or evil, precluded by our
Constitution and forbidden by God in Exodus
23:2.
dentist - A person who can be fooled just like
any one else about fluoridation and perhaps
easier because of his trust in the American
Dental Association which is controlled by our
absolute masters. "You can fool some of the
people all of the time and all of the people some
of the time"—Abe Lincoln. Are dentists some of
the people? Are they fooled to think they must
accept something other than gold or silver
coins when they do work for the state? Are they
fooled to think there is a law requiring people to
waive their rights by filing tax returns and other
reports? See Filing requirement. deodorant Possibly dangerous for your health if it contains
aluminum. Send 2 stamps for 2 newspaper
pages on aluminum poisoning.

counterfeit - Anything fraudulently labeled to be
something it is not so that the labeler gets
something for nothing and it includes all paper
currency issued by the Federal Reserve since
1914 and all "coins" minted by the Treasury
since 1964. The very name "Federal Reserve"
is counterfeit being private bankers whose only
"reserve" is their privilege to plunder. coverup The ultimate in concealing bankster fraud is to
have their victims ridicule and punsih other
victims who recognize the fraud and speak out.
Craig vs. Mo. - (4 Peters 410) A Supreme Court
ruling that only states have the power to
declare what shall be legal tender within their
respective borders AND Congress has no
power to impose a fiat upon the states! crime
solution - Abolish newspapers. Since the
people can't see the crimes of the Federal
Reserve until newspapers report them as
crimes, they would never see any other crimes
not reported as crimes. Stop ALL reporting!
Crowhurst,
Norman-Persecuted
patriotic
publisher of Samaritan News, Box 63, Dallas,
OR 97338.
Cryts, Wayne - MO Pres. of American
Agriculture Movement who stood up for his
rights by retrieving his grain and drawing attention to the use of warehouse receipts which
dollar bills were in fact before the banks stole
depositor's silver in 1968.
data - One of the two things that our masters
depend on with the other being FEAR. When
enough people get the courage to shut off data
to government, we will regain control of
government and regain our freedom. When you
give ANY information to government, you
waive the rights that millions died to preserve
for you. Shame!
death - Something more useful than taxes to
governments that control their subjects with
credit and fiat money where taxes only reduce
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VERY important reprint from Acres, U.S.A. 1282.
deposits - "Merely book entries" says Federal
Reserve bank of Chicago. Depression, Great The result of careful planning by the banksters
where they created much credit and abruptly
shut it off in 1929, so they could profit in
foreclosures and covering short sales.
device - Defined by Webster as: Scheme;
especially a sly underhanded scheme; a trick,
i.e., paper money.
dictionary, modern - A sourcebook regularly
revised to keep us confused. dime-Fixed by
Congress as 41 1/4 grains of silver in coin form
and they have never had the power to change
it.
discriminate - To choose. The inability to
discriminate is one symptom of idiocy. dollar "Something artificial we throw out there"
says Denis Karnofsky of the Federal Reserve
bank of St. Louis on KMOX TV. d o l l a r - " A
we i g h t
of
gold
or silver"Encyclopedia Brittanica, 1962. dollar - "412 1/2
grains of silver"-W orld Dictionary. 1959.
dollar - A silver coin" Webster's Encyclopedic
Dictionary, 1980.
dollar - (by law) the unit of monetary measurement by weight of the money of account (which
see).
dollar - "Not a Federal Reserve note"-John E.
Burke, Acting District Director IRS (Copy of letter on page 138 of "The IRS" by Merrill Jenkins
20 bucks.
dollar bill - A piece of paper erroneously called
a "dollar" that until 1963 bore a promise to pay
one dollar in silver to the bearer on demand but
since then has had no promise to pay. See
Counterfeit.
Dollars of What - A series of letters in book
form by Bruce McCarthy to a revenue agent
that should make any revenue agent see they
are not within the law. 7 bucks. D.O.T. - Dept.
of Transportation, partial implementation of
the 6th plank of the communist manifesto.
doublethinker - A person who correctly says
prices are not inflation but simultaneously
believes in an "inflation rate" that banksters
calculate from prices which has him believing
that prices ARE inflation or a person who
knows there is no money in banks to send to
the government but believes his tax money is
misspent. "A double minded man is unstable in
all of his ways"-James 1:8 Draft - Something
that might be avoided by proper use of Title 31
U.S.C. 371 after registering. Explanation with
another copy of this book for 2 bucks.

Duck Book - Decoy book that tries to keep
readers believing that government collects,
borrows and spends money but can not
describe that money for all of the tea in China
and strives to keep us fearful of a country that
can't whip Afghanistan in 3 years and depends
on us for food. Published by a man who said his
readers could never understand Monetary
Realism if he couldn't.
dulocracy - "A government where servants and
slaves have so much license and privilege that
they
domineer.
Wharton—Black's
Law
Dictionary.
De.25:13-15 - "Thou shalt not have in thy bag
diverse weights" (Negotiable notes or copper
coins offered as weights of silver).
Eagle - The name applied to a U.S. gold coin
that weighs ten dollars. earnings - What the
IRS discusses since people are no longer
receiving payments of money. They EARN
money but never collect it as there is none and
hasn't been since 1968. economics - The art of
convincing people that paper is money while
they are plundered with it and eventually
enslaved by the issuers. economic systems Barter and slavery, no others possible, God
commands and our constitution mandates
barter. Art. 1, Sec. 10. economist - One who
is skilled at keeping sheep calm while they
are being shorn. A person who is trained
and
hired to confuse everyone including
himself about inflation. See 2 Tim 3-13.
economy - Currently a sophisticated system of
plunder.
Edison, Thomas A. - An inventor who thought
that Congress should have the exclusive right
to plunder us with paper money. See Edison's
Idiocy in Anti-economics, 7 bucks. employee Defined by the IRS as a public servant; a
government employee. see Rifen EPA - An
agency not created by Congress but by
Executive order whose function is to eat out our
substance and harrass us. Evil Politician's
Army
emergency - The excuse given for implementing some long planned attack on us by government.
emminent domain - the name of a process for
government confiscation of real estate that
could be aborted by proper application of Article 1, Section 10, of our Constitution. Read The
miracle on Main Street. Emry, Sheldon Popular Pastor who has done much to expose
banker's fraud with interest (usury) but does
not understand that God forbids legal tender
and negotiable notes as unjust weights. Pray
for him. Encyclopedia Brittanica - A popular
reference
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book that defined the dollar as a weight of gold
or silver until the banks started stealing our
silver in 1965 and has since had no reference
to the dollar. Published by Rockefeller's
University of Chicago.
enslave - What some do to others when they
regularly and systematically induce them
through ignorance or fear to give up their
production or property without offering
equivalent production in exchange. The use of
credit conceals the plunder when the victims
can pass it on to other victims not realizing that
the first user got it for nothing and the last user
will get nothing for it. equal rights - Possessed
only by slaves. Equal Rights Amendment - The
8th plank of Marx's communist manifesto
where he called for "equal liability of all to
labor". euthanasia - A means of eliminating
nonproductive consumers. (Retirees) evolution
- "Only a theory because none of it is provable"
says Stuart Crane, Ph.D. a fascinating lecturer
on history, religion, conspiracy, psycho-politics,
Egyptology and more! Hear his #1 tape of 8
tape set covering evolution, controlled news
media, Kennedy assasination and more only 3
bucks, complete set 25 bucks, made in May
1981 in PA.
Exodus 23:1 - "Thou shalt not raise false
reports" (that you received dollars). Exodus
23:2 - "Thou shalt not follow a multitude to do
evil" (see Income tax) (see Democracy) expire
- What the banksters plan for us when we retire
so that we don't become non-productive
consumers. (see Death)

community, Congress passed legislation setting
up the F.D.I.C." Introductory Economics by
Gordon and Dawson.
fear - That which governs the majority in Russia
AND in this God forbidden democracy. We do
have the same government, FEAR.
federal - Usually pertaining to the federal
government except in the case of banks. federal
court-A place devoid of justice where people are
sentenced for refusing to waive their rights on
1040 forms. Den of inequity. federal criminals Those who plot to deny justice in federal courts,
i.e. judges and lawyers.
federal judge - Man in black dress who often intimidates jurors and denys justice. federal
prosecutor - See 'prostitute' in Black's Law
Dictionary.
Federal Reserve - A private corporation that
constitutes implemenatation of the 5th plank of
the communist manifesto. Highest order of
organized crime. Creators of credit needed for
wars and financers of communism. Government
counterfeiters who reserve the right to plunder
us with paper, credit and perpetual
debt.
Federal Reserve note - A paper device that
promised to pay non existant money which
banks would give gold or silver for to keep their
victims from understanding fractional reserve
theft. 2. Something that was never redeemable.
Federal Reserve not-A clever imitation of a
Federal Reserve note not having a promise, first
issued on day of J.F. Kennedy's funeral.
(coincidence?).
fiat money - Something used as a medium of
exchange which has no real value except as
fuel. i.e. Federal Reserve notes and nots. fiction
of law - The dollar. See Black's Law Dictionary.
fictional reserve - What all banks have today.
(See fractional reserve) first amendment right One of the rights you waive when you give
any information to government. (The others
being the 4th amendment and 5th amendment.)
fiscal enema - Debt instruments injected into the
economy by banksters to see what they can
flush out of us. Source, BGM. federal funds Authorization for recipients to steal.
filing requirement - There can be no law
requiring any person to file tax returns since
those who do so waive their rights guaranteed
by the Constitution. If congress could pass a
law that requires us to waive our rights, we
would have no rights! They never did. See
Schiff Flaherty, John P. - The Pittsburgh judge
who

fascism - when people own the means of production but government controls the production; what we have today in America.
false prophets - Those countless people that
condemn the Fed's paper money and want
Congress to do the same thing to us the Fed is
doing. Paper is paper is paper is paper... See 2
Timothy 3:13.
Farm Bureau - Bankster's means of tunneling
intimidating propaganda from Washington
down to local farm bureaus who in turn propagandize the farmers. Farmer - A vital
producer swindled by bankers with imaginary
loans
and
usury.
F.C.C.
Partial
implementation of the 6th plank of the
communist manifesto. (Communications) F.D.A.
- Federal
Death
Administrators.
They
promote fluoricide and fight our use of laetrile,
DSMO and other healing agents. They ban
harmless chemicals to deceive us. F.D.I.C Fraudulent
Deceptive
Instillers
of
Confidence. "In order to help restore public
confidence and strengthen the banking
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after 5 week of expert testimony was convinced
that fluoridation could cause cancer and
banned the practice by the West View Water
Authority. Appeal not based on the facts but on
"jurisdictional or other grounds". St. Louis Post
Dispatch 11/19/78 page 5C. fluoridation - A
silent weapon for a quiet war. The use of a
deadly poison to exterminate rats, roaches,
retirees, mal nourished children and people
weakened from common illnesses who might
be non-productive consumers. Very effective in
maintaining
optimum
production
to
consumption ratio as it eliminates mostly nonproductive consumers with little or no protest
since few recognize or would believe its true
purpose. Read Quiet Weapons for Quiet Wars 3
bucks.
fluoride, sodium - A slow poison put in our
drinking water to help insure that we expire
about the time we retire. Fluoridation and Truth
Decay-An expose on our extermination by
fluoridation written by Gladys Caldwell. A book
for every American whether fluoridated or not.
Inquire at your health food store.
fool (noun) - Anyone who thinks that paper
becomes money when banks stop returning the
money the paper was a receipt for. A person
who would call a hat check a "paper hat" and
wear it. 2. Anyone who thinks government
would publicize an euthanasia program and
scare off participants.
fool (verb) - What Lincoln said you could do to
some of the people all of the time and to all of
the people some of the time. Ford, Henry - The
auto maker who said that if the people
understood our money system, there would
be a revolution overnight. foreclosure - What
banks do if you don't repay the money they
never lent you. fool's gold - Paper money.
fractional reserve - The fraudulent issuance of
receipts for wealth by banks in excess of
wealth on deposit. Perhaps the most diabolical
practice on Earth as it permits continuous
plunder without the victim's knowledge.
Modern wars could not take place without it.
Francis, Daryl - Former President of St. Louis
Fed who revealed to a Congressional committee that US Government is legally prohibited
from creating money. Apparently, Sheldon
Emry, Peter Cook, Abe Austin and Cleon
Skousen all know something Mr. Francis does
not know!
F.R.A.U.D. - Federal Reserve Accounting Unit
Device (See Device).
free education - Compulsory indoctrination; in
government schools. Partial implementation of
10th plank of communist manifesto.

free press - When banksters create credit
without restraint, EVERYTHING is free to them
and they should be expected to use the press
as they see fit to keep us believing in and
accepting that credit.
freedom - "The absence of legislation" Source,
Merrill Jenkins.
Freedoms Foundation - Bankster propaganda
outlet that says the United Nations helped to
defeat Germany. The U.N. was not created
until after Germany surrendered!!! Beware of
ALL information spewed out from Washington.
Freeman Institute - A Utah organization that
wants the Treasury to rob us instead of the
Fedral Reserve in spite of the fact that both are
controlled by the same banksters. They promote legal tender, which see. Headed by a man
who said, "Poverty causes wars". W. Cleon
Skousen. See Skousen.
Friedman, Milton - One of former Treasury
architects of withholding tax. a man who wants
to limit bankster theft to 3% a year and who
said that the people will go to any extreme to
maintain the fiction (that the dollar is real).
frivolous - a Federal judge's opinion when any
sound arguement that challenges his Federal
Reserve masters is submitted.
F.T.C. - Federal Trade Commission, the
agency that "began a 5 year study in 1920 to
determine if illness or death resulted in the
ingestion of aluminum compounds. The report
was suppressed". Acres U.S.A. 12/80.
Garfield, James A. - (1881) Our 20th president
who was shot after he said: "Whoever controls
the volume of money in any country is absolute
master of all commerce and industry".
genocide - The term for mass murder applied if
done by foreigners but called "population control" when practiced by billionaire American
bankers.
Gephardt, Richard - Missouri Congressman
who introduced an amendment that could be
used to compel attendance in public schools;
told a reporter: "We must weigh tax cuts
towards business and investment rather than
toward individual cuts that lead toward more
consumption" and when he was an alderman,
voted for an ordinance that abridged free
speech. WHEN did we authorize Congress to
regulate our consumption? WHEN? See IRS.
Global 2000 - An elite group that plans to
reduce the Earth's population 2 billion by the
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year 2000. Send 1 buck for report by Wisconsin
minister and other info. gold price in dollars An absurdity in that the dollar is a weight of gold
but contrived long ago as a step towards
convincing us that the dollar is a physical thing
rather than a measure of weight as fixed by
Congress. gold - An indestructible metal that
makes men masters of their destinies if used
exclusively as a medium of exchange. gold
certificate - A debt instrument made of paper,
redeemable in gold both lawful and Godly. gold
standard - Something NOT advocated by the
Monetary Realist Society because free people
are not forced to accept paper OR gold. You
can't eat either one. The Society advocates
freedom of contract as guaranteed by our
Constitution. With such freedom there would
surely be many contracts made for gold and
silver. Passage of H.R.391 is goal. Gonzales
bill - A bill that would turn the functions of the
Fed (to rob us) over to the Treasury which is
controlled by the same bankers that control the
Fed. A bill for suckers. Gore, Albert, Jr. Tennessee Congressman who said: "The
upper echelon science policy makers have
made a crass, calculated, cynical change in the
traditional policy of seeking to prevent cancer"
and he believes that recent decisions to relax
regulatory standards "will probably result in
hundreds of thousands of additional deaths
attributable to cancer". St. Louis Post Dispatch
12-9-82 Government, U.S. Our Constitution IS
the U.S. Government - It gives public servants
certain powers and forbids all that is not
expressly given to them but they are in rebellion
against it and are close to its complete
overthrow. Two most vital limitations by the
Constitution are completely ignored; the
prohibition against expropriation in the 5th
amendment and in Article 1, Section 10.
grain embargo - A means to hold farmers
down lest they get prosperous and
independent. Greely, Horace - The publisher
who said: "We have striken the shackles from
four million human beings and brought all
laborers to a common level, not so much by the
elevation of former slaves as by practically
reducing the whole working population, white
and black to a condition of serfdom".
gross national product - A trick to keep us
fooled about inflation (see Wallich, Henry).
guns - What the banksters must sieze before
their victims wake up.

Congress making notes of the U.S. a legal
tender do not apply to state taxes or
assessments.
Haggi 1:6 - "Your income disappears as though
you were putting it in pockets filled with holes".
half dime - Fixed by Congress as 20 5/8 grains
of silver in coin form. This was the term applied
to the first U.S. coin to be debased when it was
replaced with the nickel in 1865. 100 years
later, all other silver coins were debased while
the people were distracted with Vietnam. hard
money - what a newspaper columnist said that
Russia exchanged their gold for. Hartman,
Carl - The Associated Press writer on inflation
who said: "But he finds that the basic cause for
increasing prices over the ages has been a
growing population". St. Louis Globe 11-25-80.
Note: It is NOT the number of people that
causes the higher prices but the nonproduction they offer in exchange for production, the credit that banksters created from
nothing and robbed them with or gave to them
as loot sharing.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel - Poet who said: "One of
mankind's most characteristic traits is the
desire to get something for nothing". Hazel,
Dean - Patriotic Leader in Detroit area,
address, Box 134, Pontiac, Ml 48056. healthy
- What the Federal Reserve thinks money
should be but babies, retirees and cripples
should not be as they are nonproductive
consumers.
Heaton, K.M. - Knowledgeable and prolific
writer on psycho-politics and PPBs, Box 5114,
Santa Rosa, CA 95401. herdsmen - The
President and his cabinet who supervise all of
their employees who have no other purpose
than to see that their masters keep creating all
of the credit they need to plunder us. Their
testimony before naive congressmen influence
the passage of legislation that lessens our
freedom while it gives ever more power to our
masters. No man can serve two masters. See
Madison. Hitler, Adolph - German dictator who
said: "Gold in the hands of the people is an
enemy of the state". On cue, Franklin
Roosevelt stole U.S. citizen's gold.
hoarding - A sure way to cause prices to drop. A
practiced condemned by bankers when gold
and silver are used as money because they
can't steal what you hide but intensively encouraged by them when their credit is called
"money" so that we don't bid prices to the sky
and expose their fraud. home education What Frank Turano fought for his right to and
won in court. Get his book on this for 5 bucks.
A Need To Be Free. His address 277 Westhill
Ave. Somerset Mass. 02726.

Hagar vs. Land Reclamation District #108 (111
U.S. 701) - An 8-0 Supreme Court ruling that
what the states make a tender in payment of
taxes is not a Federal question, and that acts of
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inflation, 100%-When none of the paper
currency is redeemable in specie (since 1968).
inflation rate-Strictly for doublethinkers. A per
cent calculated from price changes to convince
slaves that prices are inflation while they
simultaneously believe that prices are not
inflation.
ignore-To pay no heed to information offered.
ignorant-Any knowledgeable person with
information that they choose to ignore such as
the
information
in
this
encyclopedia.
inheritance tax-An illusion that fulfills the 3rd
plank of communist manifesto. interest (to
you)-Bait.
interest (from you)-The bankster's means of
sharing the loot he authorized you to steal
when you thought he made you a loan. Also the
means of perpetuating his plunder since
payment is impossible.
involved-What You Are, like it or not. Either
you are a banker, a lawyer, a victim of them or
two out of three.
IRA Plan—Another scheme to regulate your
consumption and help conceal the Fed's fraud
which will reduce your consumption 5 times as
much as income tax on $2000 when you're in
the 20% bracket. "The best laid plans of mice
and men oft go astray"- Robert Burns IRSlm aginary
Revenue
Schemers
or
Interoggatory Regulatory Schemers, take your
pick. They neither want nor collect money. They
only collect paper. They know the banks stole
everybody's money and reduced all accounts
to merely book entries. Their job is to control
our consumption by regulating our use of
credit. What good are 200 million slaves who
consume all they produce? see Slave. IRS
agent-George Orwell's Thought Police. If you
think what they want you to think and report
what they think you should report and give
them authorizations for your employer and your
bank to reduce your credit (W-4s and checks)
they may leave you alone. They are
counterparts of the German Gestapo and
Russia's KGB. See "Thought Police and Mind
Control" in Anti-Economics by Dave Wilber (7
bucks).

Hopkins, Harry-Aide to Franklin D. Roosevelt
who said: "Elect, elect, elect, tax, tax, tax,
spend, spend, spend, the people are too
damned dumb to understand" (after Roosevelt
stole our gold).
Howard, Charles—The managing editor of the
Toledo Times who was fired the day after he
published the findings of Dr. C.T. Betts on
aluminum poisoning and he refused to retract
everything in the article. Acres, U.S.A. 12/82.
Hosea 4:6-"My people perish for lack of
knowledge".
HUD—An anchronym that ryhmes with blood,
crud, dud, flood, mud, and thud.
Hungate, Wm.-Conductor for St. Louis and
Leavenworth Railroad and director of regularly
scheduled kidnappings for Just Us Dept. (See
busing).
I.C.C.Interstate
Commerce Commission
created in 1889 as partial implementation of
the 6th plank of the communist manifesto.
idiot-One who insists the system "works" while
it works him out of life, liberty and property.
One who needs more fluoride. illness
(chronic)—Many of long term duration have
disappeared after the use of aluminum
cookware is stopped according to report in
Acres, U.S.A., Dec. 1982 5 copies, 1 buck
(report only)
income-Not defined by the Internal Revenue
Code.
income tax-An illusion representing the 2nd
plank of the communist manifesto used to
regulate the consumption of intimidated people
who send the IRS a check which is nothing
more than an authorization for their bank to
reduce their credit resulting in less purchasing
power for consumer products. income tax-"One
of the government's most potent weapons in
trying to regulate the economy"-lntroductory
Economics by Gordon and Dawson.
Independence-What President Reagan says
we must respect in the Federal Reserve.
independence Day-The farce of July, a day of
celebration planned to keep us from
understanding that we are very dependent on
the whims of the Fed, our masters. inflationAny medium of exchange the first user gets for
nothing and the last user must get nothing for
such as credit or dollar bills. Put another way,
it's non-production offered for production.
inflation-A noun that economists and economic
writers use as a verb to confuse us. inflation,
50%-When 50% of the paper currency is
redeemable in specie (See specie).

jail-A place to read and relax that is feared
more than death on the highway though there
are 55,000 deaths per year and less than 500
people jailed for exercising their God given
rights and upholding the law. jailer-A juror who
is a product of government controlled schools
and hasn't the vaguest notion of what the
Constitution says or why it was written. The
one person who can save America from the
bankster's communism IF he
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knew the Constitution and protected our rights.
JBS—John Birch Society—"An organization
that everybody should join for a year" say many
ex-members. They expose much corruption in
government but their exposes do not harm
government. Like the 'communists' they
expose, they oppose tax resistance. Income tax
is the KEYSTONE of communism. Jefferson,
Thomas-Our 3rd president (1801-1809) He
said: "Banking establishments are more
dangerous than standing armies.'' Jekyl
Island—Where bankers plotted the Federal
Reserve system of plunder in 1913. Read None
Dare Call It Conspiracy-1 buck. Jenkins, Merrill,
M.R., Sr.-The "one man in a million" that
Economist, John Maynard Keynes said could
ever diagnose this sophisticated system of
plunder. Founder of the Monetary Realist
Society, Inventor, and author of 7 books on
Monetary Realism (1919-1979). Johnson, L.B.The lieing president who told us that silver
coins would circulate alongside the silverless
coins we are robbed with. joint filers-Double
jeopardy. judgment (your)-No better than your
information source-Stuart Crane, Ph.D. Julliard
vs. Greenman (110 US 421)-A case that gave
the Supreme Court jurisdiction through diversity
and is not applicable to cases that do not
transcend state boundaries but lazy or tricky
lawyers love to throw in the paths of those who
seek justice with Article 1, Section 10, USC.
Even with jurisdiction, the ruling was based on
redeemable Treasury notes and NOT on
irredeemable Fed notes or Fed nots. juror-The
highest power in America, higher even than the
supreme court. jury tamperer-Federal judge or
U.S. attorney. jury trial-The primary means to
prevent tyranny but impossible when bankster
owned judges tell jury that the jury can only
decide the facts while the judge will decide the
law and the judge denies defendants their
right to witnesses, evidence in their favor and
right to choice of councel. Jurors MUST ignore
the judge's instructions and decide the law as
well as the facts.
justice-Something rare when challenging
government.
Justice Times-Vital monthly newspaper that
keeps us informed on IRS actions and victories
of those who challenge them. 20 bucks a year,
Box 562 Clinton AR 72031

Keough plan-A scheme to reduce our
consumption many times more than the tax
illusion due for the "money" invested in the
plan. "The Best Laid Plan of Mice and Men Oft
Go Astray".
Keynes, John Maynard-Devil's disciple whose
influence reached most modern day
economists and helped create today's
monetary madness. Author of Economic
Consequences of the Peace and other books.
Kublai Khan-14th century Chinese despot who
forced his subjects under penalty of death to
accept strips of imprinted mulberry bark for all
of their production. How long would you survive
if you refused to accept strips of green paper
that the first user gets for absolutely nothing?
labor unions, natl.-Bankster's means of funneling intimidating propaganda from the national offices down to laborer's. "Working men
of all countries, unite!"-Karl Marx laetrile-What
many
cancer
patients
insist cured or
arrested their cancer. It must be effective if
opposed by the AMA, ACS, NCi, FDA and
USPHS. They don't oppose vaseline or olive
oil in treating cancer. Why should they oppose
laetrile unless it is effective? land use-More
Marxist Skullduggery. lawyer-An officer of the
court who is paid to see that we make no
successful challenge to his master the Fed. A
person vital
to the destruction of
Constitutional government. Lebeau, ConradThe man to contact if you are threatened with
foreclosure write to Box 21740. Milwaukee
Wl 53221 legal tender-Legal plunder; a means
of getting people to accept nothing for
something resulting in their enslavement.
Forbidden by the 5th amendment to our
Constitution and by God with: "Thou shalt not
steal". legislator, state—The person who
should be reading this booklet and learning
Monetary Realism. They are victims too even if
they think they know what is going on. Will
you help educate ten of them? 10 copies, 15
Bucks. Lenin, N.-Tool of New York banksters
who said; "Communism must be built with
non-communist hands". Are you helping?
Lewy, Jack-Patriotic publisher of Dallas County
Courier, Box 445, Buffalo, MO 65622.
licensing-Bankster's means of assuring that
their victims will get legal, medical or other
advice from "experts" that they propagandize,
regulate and intimidate, by shutting out those
they don't.
Lincoln-(1861-1865) Our 16th president and
man who made possible all wars in this century
and most other abominations by passage of
legal tender laws in defiance of God and our

Karnofsky, Denis-The Federal Reserve official
who while debating Merrill Jenkins on TV said:
"What is a dollar, it's just something artifical
we throw out there. . .what you're doing is,
you're fooling the people. . ." (available on
videotape to loan).
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minimum wage law-A means of assuring many
unemployed young people for an army or rioting and
sharing Marx's 10th plank with free educatioon in
public schools.

Constitution. HR. 878 will repeal those laws.
Lindbergh, Charles Sr.-U.S. Senator (father of aviator)
who tried vainly to prevent passage of the Federal
Reserve act in 1913. loan-(English) To transfer
property to another party with expectation of its return.
(Banksterese) To authorize loan seekers to steal.
logic-to think we will get protection from cavities by
the same government that provides free aborticide;
free sterilizations; subsidized tobacco; subsidized
sugar; lethal swine flu shots; agent orange; syphilis
experiments; radiation experiments; chemical and
biological warfare experiments; no win wars and
restrictions on our use of laetrile.

modern money-Monetized debt; debt made
"spendable" 100% inflation.
modern money mechanic-Bankster skilled at
dealing from bottom of the deck.
Modern Money Mechanics-A free publication
of the Chicago Fed wherein they tell us just
exactly how they cheat us with the money they
create. The truth can't hurt them when less
than 1 % in this democracy learn it. The
majority rules! see Democracy.
Monetary Control Act of 1980-People Control
Act of 1980.
Monetary Realism-The science of exposing
banking fraud and economists. What we must
master to end our servitude to Federal Reserve
Banksters.
Monetary Realist-One who understands there
is no money, taxes, interest, revenue,
taxpayers or anything associated with money.
The first was Merrill M.E. Jenkins, Sr.
(1919-1979).

Madison, James-(1809-1817) Our 4th president and
the man who said: "History shows that the money
changers have used every form of abuse, intrigue,
deceit and violent means possible to maintain control
over governments by controlling the money and its
issuance". He fought paper money advocates.
magic-When paper that promised to pay dollars
became dollars after the promise was deleted. 2. How
government gets money from us though we have
nothing in the bank but numbers.
mail fraud-All demands from revenue agents for
money they claim you owe.

Monetary Realist Bulletin-10 bucks a year through
Liberty Books Box 22431 St. Louis MO 63126 to call
the Society weekdays, 314-721-0927.

Marx, Karl-Devil's disciple honored each year on April
15th and whose plans are preached as "good" in the
public fool system which is a brain child of his.

money of account-Non-existant since silver coins
ceased to circulate. That which was expressed in
dollars and all accounts in the public offices and all
proceedings in the court were to be in compliance
with as per Title 31 United States Code sec. 371.

McCarthy, Bruce-The Maine Man, author of Credit. .
.Is. . .Debit. . .is Slavery and other books on Monetary
Realism. One of most knowledgeable Monetary
Realists outside of St. Louis. Get his book, 3 bucks.
McNamara, Robert S.—Former Secretary of Defense
and member of Global 2000 who said "The
committment of government to deal with the
population issue is of course essential. . There are of
course many ways to make the death rate
increase"—New Solidarity

money, modern-Credit; inflation, created by 15,000
commercial banks that pay no taxes.
money supply-an excercise in doublethinking since
money represents demand giving us the concept of
"Demand supply". money vs. wealth-As money, a
1964 dime and a 1965 dime are the same but it takes
the money in 10 or more 1965 dimes to exchange for
the wealth in a 1964 dime and the wealth in a 1964
dime is sufficient to exchange for the wealth in 300 of
the 1965 dimes with the former worth 100 cents and
the latter worth 1/3 of one cent.

M.D.-A person whose judgement can be no better
than his information and has information kept from
him by the FDA. See FDA.
medium of exchange-Wealth accepted in lieu of
wealth desired but of equal parity. Obsolete since we
went on the thought standard. See thought standard.

Montgomery, Forest D.-Counselor to the General
Councel of the Treasury who wrote in a letter dated
May 28, 1980: "31 U.S. Code 742 generally exempts
Treasury obligations from taxation by state or local
government. This provision as well as the U.S.
Constitution, prohibits state taxation of Federal
Reserve notes" (Copy of letter in Anti-Economics,
which see)

mind control-what we have when credit exists only in
minds and Fed's system "works only with credit"
(Keeping Our Money Healty) To work us with credit,
they have to control minds!
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Moritz, Larry-Spearville Kansas Judge who told
law breakers that they could pay fines with
Federal Reserve notes if they choose to but
that he could not force them to. Details in Main
Street Journal, copy V/2 bucks. My Informer—
Patriotic newsletter with tips on taxes, health,
gas savers and much more. Write to Box
70224, Seattle, WA. mystery-What congress
considers to be our money today. ask them and
with any luck at all, you might get an evasive
answer! IRS agents are forbidden to answer.

paper-The only thing that IRS collects and
something Congress has never declared to be
money.
paper money oversight—That the first user of
paper money always gets it for nothing and the
last user always gets nothing for it with those in
between helping the first user to rob the
unknown last user and are proportionately
robbed themselves depending on how long
they hold it.
parity-The value of one thing expressed in
terms of another. Something farmers will never
get for their crops until money has parity. Pass
H.R. 878 to get parity.
Patriot-One who knows and upholds the U.S.
Constitution and does not honor Karl Marx on
April 15th each year.
patriotism (banksterese)-To waive your rights
that millions died to preserve for you by honoring Karl Marx on April 15th each year. Paul,
Ron-The most honorable Congressman with a
bill to end inflation, communism and the wars
financed with paper money and credit that
banksters get for nothing. Get 5 copies of H.R.
391 Bx. 22431, St. Louis, MO 63126. For 1 buck
or 1 silver dime (Pre 1965).
pay-The most abused word in the English
language which means to deliver the
substance or service that is owed and does not
mean to dliver a promise to pay or an imagined
promise, (read this 5 times). pay-(banksterese)
to satisfy. Peace on Earth-Not possible until
enough people distinguish between money and
wealth and stop accepting money for their
wealth. pen-What banksters rob people with.
penalties-Something that a person should get
only from a court and only after a jury trial if
more than $20 is in question. Philadelphia
patriots-Committee
For
Constitutional
Taxation, Box 1776 Richboro, PA 18954-Bob
Graham, ph. 215-364-ENUF Pidgeon DropMatching funds. PiIla, Dan-Knowledgeable
p a t r i o t i c pamphleteer
and
former
political prisoner residing at 704 Edgerton, St.
Paul, MN 55101. Plunder, American Style-An
article by Dave Wilber published in 5 or more
U.S. publications plus one South African
publication. 5 copies -$1.00.
P.O.M.C.-Public Office Money Certificate, a 10
cent piece of paper that looks like a money
order which patriots are using to challenge
local government's rebellion to Article 1, Section 10 of our Constitution. Read the Miracle On
Main Street for better understanding. postal
monopoly-Partial implementation of the 6th
plank of communist manifesto. price-Until
1968, it meant how much silver measured in
dollars was necessary to make an

NAACP-National
Association
For
The
Advancement of Communist Party. National
Fluoridation News—A low cost publication that
keeps us posted on the fluoricide battle around
the World. Send 2 bucks to them at Rt. 1,
Gravette, Ark. 72736. National Security
Council-Bankster propaganda group that
strives to keep us fearing a country we feed.
Do you fear your babies?
National Taxpayers Union-A Washington based bankster's organization that advises people
on how to waive their rights and defy God's
laws on 1040 confessions. never-Better than
late, a late filer has a far greater chance of
prosecution than one that never files.
New Jersey Constitutionalist-P.O. Box 2401
Plainfield, N.J. 07061 John Pennington (210)
754-2072
newspapers—What Napoleon said he feared 3
of more than 100,000 bayonetts. newspeakDollar Rises On News of Higher Money
Supply"-Asscoiated Press release about 12-1582. Most people THINK the dollar IS money!
Nieman, Ronald—Illinois circuit judge who
ruled that f l u o r i d a t i o n of water is
unconstitutional and said: "This record is
barren of any credible and reputable scientific
epedemiological studies and/or analysis of
statistical data which would support the Illinois
legislature's determination that fluoridation of
public water supplies is both a safe and
effective means of promoting public health."
Nit-Picker-One who knows the difference
between lawful money and legal tender (BGM).
organized crime-The World Banking System is
the highest order of organized crime. There
can be no communism and no modern wars
without
their
credit
(See
Credit).
overpopulated-Mostly with banksters, lawyers,
useless government employees and other
parasites whose votes are needed to keep in
Congress those who keep the banksters
creating money out of thin air to enslave us.
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exchange. Until 1933, it meant how much gold
or silver was necessary. Since 1968, the term
has had no definite meaning. priority—To have
more fear of being one of 400 per year jailed by
IRS than of being one of 55,000 per year killed
on the highway. prisoner, political-Any person
incarcerated for upholding the Constitution
and/or telling the truth about the highest order
of organized crime alias "The Federal
Reserve". Privacy Act-a classic example of
rounding off the square peg (law) to fit a round
hole (IRS). Skullduggery by the Courts at their
worst! Details with errors in Karsky, Field and
Rickman citations, 5 bucks. A must for anyone
who has or will plead the Privacy Act. Court's
deletion of vital words in their opinions make it
appear that the IRS is in compliance. THIS is
putting this writer in jail. private propertyAnything you can hide and nothing else.
Source, Merrill Jenkins.

public fool—Product of our public fool
system.
public
school-government
school
representing implementation of the 10th plank
of the communist manifesto.
public servant-One who thinks the public is
the servant. (BGM)
racism-bankster's means of distracting us from
their nefarious activities. Revelation 5:9
destroys all national and racial identity theorys.
Reagan, Ronald-The actor/President who tried
tried to convince us on TV that the dollar is just
a piece of paper.
Reaganomics-Wreckonomics: more
madness under a conservative guise.

Marxist

Real Estate Board, National-Serves same
purpose as Chamber of Commerce, which see.
rebel-Elected or appointed official who does
not
uphold
the
Constitution.
rebel(Banksterese) the term the rebels apply to
those who want Constitution upheld. regional
government-partial implementation of Marx's
9th plank.
regulation—"If government should refrain from
regulation (by taxation and extermination) the
worthlessness of the money becomes
apparent and the fraud upon the public can be
concealed no longer"—Economic Consequences of The Peace by John Maynard
Keynes.
Relphe, Mary Stuart, Ph. D.-Promoter of World
Government thru false Bible interpretation.
See world government.

PSL—Patterson Strategy Letter, The best
financial newsletter ever read by this writer.
Patterson is on top of World events and is a top
analyst with many accurate predictions.
Subcribe thru us at $149.95 per year and
receive valuable taped message by Mr. Patterson free. (6 months, $85.) Proverbs 22:7-"The
borrower is servant to the lender", THE
proverb to keep in mind and to trust when you
read that Russia borrows from Western banks.
production-Anything produced by man. prochoice-Pro-death to abortionists, propagandaYour tax dollars are wasted" (There are NO
tax dollars!) "The Russians might bomb us;"
(only a fool can believe that any people will
bomb their food supply!) propaganda-Any
message intended to influence whether true
or false which includes this encyclopedia.
prostitute-All Federal judges and U.S.
Attorneys according to last definition in Black's
Law Dictionary.
psycho-politics-The use of propaganda to
keep the citizens from understanding what
government is doing to them. i.e. endless tales
of "wasted tax dollars" are circulated to keep
the people from understanding that taxes are
only illusory and that NO thing goes to
Washington as taxes which the Fed admits in
Modern Money Mechanics, Another classic
example is the constant threat of being
bombed by Russia (the Fed's servant) so as to
justify the tax illusion for defense spending-See
Reward. See Heaton.

rent controls-For fools only, wise men use the
law to circumvent them. republic—A
government by laws where individuals have
rights not subject to the whim of the majority.
What our founding fathers created for us but
has been overthrown with our debauched
currency as Keynes perdicted Rifen, JackMost knowledgeable 3 time political prisoner
whose appeal court judge ruled "Federal
Reserve notes are taxable dollars". Send
donation for his valuable information to 807
Carlisle Independence MO 64054. rights—
That which you have no more of than
juries know about and our Marxist schools do
NOT teach people their rights. Riley, CharlesArizona patriot who filed 5th amendment
returns and won a jury trial on a charge of
wilful failure to file a tax return, (many others
fend off the IRS in this manner). Transcript of
trial, 25 bucks. revenue-Money collected as
taxes to finance
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government. Extinct since 1968. Government pretends
to spend, people pretend they are paid and they
pretend to pay taxes. Read "Money", The Greatest
Hoax On Earth by Merrill Jenkins, 10 bucks. reward100 pounds of money will be sent to each person who
can describe the money that government spends and
misspends.

Schields, Edgar-Kansas man jailed for refusing to
confess to how much of the Fed's counterfeit he was
robbed with. A Monetary Realist.
secret (America's best)-The IRS neither wants nor
collects money. See IRS. secret (second best)Government doesn't spend a dime. They report and
record that they spend money when all they do is
expropriate with checks that no bank will give money
for. Banks will only give you clever imitations of notes
that once bore a promise to pay money. THIS is why
we have no control over government.

Roosevelt, Franklin D. (1933-1945)-The President
who took us into war 16 months after economist John
Maynard Keynes said: "In order to implement my
grand experiment, war conditions must prevail" (New
Republic, 7-30-40) and the President said: "If
anything happens in politics, you can bet it was
planned that way".

Selective Service-The ultimate in discrimination and
under the color of law but contrary to the 13th
amendment.
self-employed-those who must file if they have NET
income of $400. To prove anyone had a NET income
is impossible so the IRS proceeds to prove their
victim had a GROSS income. THINK about this! SEE
why corporations get breaks?
sell-To exchange something for something else that
Congress considers to be money. That which a
person does when he exchanges strips of green
paper for gold or silver coins. Something that is not
done by the person who exchanges his wealth for
dollar bills bearing no promise to pay anything.
semantics-The word someone shouts at a
knowledgeable patriot whom they can't understand or
would rather not believe. Sentinel—A valuable
monthly publication of Americans for Constitutional
Rights, info on mind control and IRS tyranny. 20
bucks per year from: 277 Westhill Ave.. Somerset,
Mass. 02726.
sheep-Anyone who is led, fed, bled and sheared
without protest. Know any? sheep capital-St. Louis,
issouri) Sherman, Roger-Connecticut Judge who tried
vainly to protect us from inflation and all it's
associated evils by inserting into our Constitution the
words No slate shall make any Thing but gold and
silver coins a tender in payment of debt". For a most
enjoyable book on this, please order The Miracle On
Main Street by Tupper Saussy, 6 bucks also consider
A Caveat Against Injustice by Roger Sherman, (200
years old) 5 bucks.

Rothschild, Mayer-The European bankster who said;
"Permit me to issue and control a nation's money and
I care not who makes it's laws".
Rush, Roger-Knowledgeable bankster tormenter who
got a dismissal in a bank suit against him. Send
donation for info to 1494 Forest Ave., Portland, ME
04103. Rushdoony, R. John-Very knowlegeable
historian that wrote article, God, The Devil and Legal
Tender. Please get 5 copies, 1 buck. Russia-A
c o u n t r y that c ou l d n' t whip Afghanistan in 5 years
and depends on us for food and financing. A servant
of the Federal Reserve used to keep us in fear to
justify tax illusions. See Proverbs 22:7.
Sacramento-Where Merril Jenkins, Monetary Realist
addressed the U.S.T.U. and was the only speaker in
20 to get a standing ovation. Hear that speech on
cassette tape, only 3 bucks or 20 bucks per dozen.
sales tax-A penalty for spending. Source, Merrill
Jenkins.
Samuelson, Paul-Noble prize winning economist, MIT
prof. and most popular econ. textbook writer who
described the Federal Reserve as an "omnipotent
counterfeiter". Sands, Bobby—The hunger striking
Irishman who went into wretching convulsions after
consuming fluoridated water. Acres. U.S.A. (What
does fluoride do to others weakened from other
conditions?)
Saussy, F. Tupper-Author of The Miracle On Main
Street and publisher of The Main Street Journal. A
man with a workable solution that all America should
be familiar with. 6 bucks. Savings Bonds, U.S.-A
scheme to reduce our consumption by getting our
"money" out of circulation.
scarcity-A characteristic essential for anything that is
used as money and achieved by taxing our paper and
credit away from us and by eliminating potential users
of the "money".

shortly-The word in Rev. 1:1 that makes
history of Revelations if the term has a definite
meaning. Spiritual deception begets monetary
deception.
Show Me State—Snow Me State (MO)
Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars-Book by
mystery author concerning psychological
control of people. 3 bucks.
Silver-One of the only two substances that
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Congress has ever declared to be our monev of
account. (Coinage Act Of 1792). Simon,
William E.—Former Secretary of The Treasury
who said: "...the regulators are actually
blighting and destroying lives rather than
enhancing or saving them" and "How many
people have died in America because drugs
useful in treating heart disease available in
other countries are not accessible in this country"? A time for action.

Spotlight, The-A publication that baits us with a
little useful information but strives to keep us
believing that IRS wants and collects money
and might physically abuse us if we don't waive
our rights and pretend to pay. Stamp, JoshuaFormer president of the Bank of England who
said: "Banking was conceived in inequity and
born in sin... if you want to continue to be the
slaves of the bankers and pay the cost of your
own slavery, then let bankers continue to
create money and control credit". St. Louis
Globe Democrat—The paper with the editorial
that said: "The more people wanting
something, the more that something is going to
cost". Would government fight costs by fighting
population? See McNamara. Stockman,
David-President Reagan's budget director who
said Reagan's tax cut is a "Trojan horse" and
he said "None of us really understand all of
those numbers"-St. Louis Globe Democrat 1111-81 (Nobody is supposed to understand the
numbers!-ed.) store of value-What modern
money does like a sieve stores water.
stupidity
to
the
nth—The
continued
fluoridation of water supplies while an adverse
ruling on the practice is being appealed.
sugar—A slow poison that helps many to
expire before they retire thus eliminating nonproductive consumers. Read Sugar Blues by H.
Duffy, see your health food store. supplyDemand, depending on viewpoint. Supreme
Court-Supreme corruption controlled by our
absolute masters. tax-Fee for services
rendered by government payable in the money
of account of the United States which ceased
to exist in 1968 making any taxes since, pure
illusions. tax return-A form where you by
signing, waive your rights and confess to how
much of the Fed's counterfeit you were robbed
with. There is no provision in the Constitution
for such forms to be mandatory. taxpayerExtinct since 1968. Replaced with mind
controlled slaves.
tax protester-One who files an 'accurate' return
whereas a hoax protester is one who didn't
bother. (BGM)
teacher (public)-A person who strikes for more
paper money though the Constitution mandates this payment with gold or silver that
would buy ten times what the paper will and will
be very valuable when no one any longer accepts the paper. See Involved. Read The
Miracle On Main Street, by Tupper Saussy, 6
bucks. DON'T LET LAWYERS FOOL YOU
ABOUT THIS!
Temple Times—Free publication of Calvary
Temple, valuable news and information for
Christian Patriots. 2560 Sylvan Rd., East Point.
GA 30344.

Sixty Minutes-The CBS program that spent
300 minutes filming 2 Monetary Realists in St.
Louis but has never aired 1 minute of the film in
3 1/2 years.
slave-Any person who regularly exchanges his
labor for paper bills that the first user always
gets for nothing, i.e. Americans.
social security-A scheme used partly to
regulate our consumption as prescribed by
Marx's idea: "To each according to his needs
and from each according to his abilities" and
also used to gain control over states through
unemployment compensation. social security
funds-"Merely book entries" says Fed on page
3, Modern Money Mechanics.
social security benefits-Only for those
banksters who promote the diabolical scheme.
social security revenue-An illusion when all we
have in the bank is intangible credit. social
security solution—Doubling the rate at which
our water is fluoridated should insure that
more people will expire before they retire.
Tripling it should see that nobody retires.
Social Security number-Not required by
Selective Service nor any government agency
that never required it before 1975. See Title 5
USC 552a Note 9.
sophism-Something that sounds good or true
but isn't such as, "Fluoride prevents cavities".
Sound Dollar Committee—Founded by Dick
Solyom, the man who is suing state of
Maryland for payment in gold or silver coins as
mandated by our Constitution, for land they are
taking from him. Send 1 buck for progress
reports to Box 226, Fort Lee, N.J. 07024

specie—Gold and silver coins. spend-To
exchange wealth called "money" for other
wealth. Obsolete since we stopped using
wealth called "money" in 1968. See wealth.
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"TheIR$" by Merrill M.E. Jenkins for the
ultimate in understanding Monetary Realism.
160 pages, 8 1/2 x 11 includes copies of 20 letters to Fed, Treasury, Congress, Commercial
bank and 75 pages to the IRS explaining why all
"taxes" remitted since 1968 should be refunded. Ask for testimonials. 25 bucks. thought
standard-When you only have money if you
think you have it and if a banker agrees.
Introduced in 1968.
tobacco-A slow poison that helps many to
expire before they retire thus eliminating nonproductive consumers.

credit". See credit. Authors refuse to
communicate just like the IRS refuses to
debate or answer critical questions. Turano,
Frank-Rhode Island policeman who asserted
his right to live in Massachusetts and won a
court battle to teach his children at home.
Author of book on that subject and very
informed on psycho-warfare in America. Editor
of the Sentenal.

The National Debt—A free (but hard to get)
publication of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia that states: "The Federal
Government, in co-operation with the Federal
Reserve has the inherent power to create
money—almost any amount of it. This power
makes technical bankruptcy out of the
question". Shouldn't YOU ask why we are
taxed???
token-Any coin minted since 1964 in the United
States with debt paying ability limited to 25
cents for debt of any amount of coins.

Value-That quality of a thing that, like love or
beauty, can not be measured or standardized
since it lies only in the eyes of the beholder.
verbicide-the deliberate changing of meaning of
words says Gene Malone, a teacher much
informed on the subject. 7417 5th Ave.,
Kenosha, Wl 53140.
Verhoff, Frank-Selma Alabama farmer who is
suing a bank for fraud, breach of contract and
usury because they only risked 5% of the
$558,333 that they loaned him at 17% interest.
For details, get Main Street Journal for August
1982, 3 1/2 bucks. To keep posted, get annual
subscription for 30 bucks. (Thru Awake
America).
Veto, John-Author of The Surprise Attack That
Will Destroy The IRS. John is a Monetary
Realist. Send 2 bucks for copy of book to VETO
F.A.C.T.S Route 3, Upper Pond Dr., Barrington
IL 60010
Vietnam-A place that provided an outstanding
smokescreen while our banks relieved us of
our uninflatable silver so that they could control
us with credit and become our absolute
masters. see Garfield voluntary-(banksterese)
mandatory Volcker, Paul-Front man for our
masters, the Fed, who told a Senate
Committee on Oct. 14, 1979: "The living
standard of the average american must decline.
There is no way of getting aroung this". (Or
their fraud will be expos-ed!-Ed.)

treasury note-An unjust weight forbidden by
God in that it has neither the weight nor the
value of the coins it promises to pay but is
offered as being equal to such coins. ALL
negotiable notes are inflation. treason-Giving
aid and comfort to the enemy. i.e., giving
information to the IRS which is an agent of the
Federal Reserve which is controlled by
foreigners. Treasury owned gold-Non-existant
since Dec. 9, 1974. Source, Treasury Bulletin,
dated August 1975. (Copy in Anti-Economics,
which see)
Treatise On Monetary Reform-A plan by Merrill
Jenkins to return to Constitutional Government
by reversing and then repealling all legal tender
laws, a plan in the hands of all Congressman.
This has facts on U.S. notes that advocates
today do not reveal plus story of gold
skullduggery in Lincoln's time. Booklet form, 2
bucks.
trust—Our means of self distruction when
placed in banksters, lawyers and economists.
truth-That which people flee lest they be called
upon to exercise responsibility. (BGM)
truth in lending-Banks loan nothing, they just
authorize loan seekers to steal.
Truth in Lending Law-A law that does not
require banks to tell the truth.
Truth In Money (book)-Highly recommended
by the Babylonian Bankers Association and
The Spotlight. A book promoting "public

urban renewal-Partial implementation of the 9th
plank of communist manifesto.

Wall Street Journal—The publication that
prints "All of the business news you need"
except that taxes must be paid with the money
of account and Congress abolished taxes when
they abolished the money of account in 1968.
The same paper that reported dentists in San
Jose and Sacramento were lacking business
as a result of fluoridation. Those cities have NO
fluoridation! This paper buried on page 21 a
derisive report that the Fed was indicted by a
Salt Lake City Grand Jury which should be the
news of the century!
Wallich, Henry C-Member of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve that told the
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masleis or what we call them. Test ALL writers
on money tor their "solution" to see it it
includes such money and constitutes no
solution.

MB.A. graduating class of Fordham School of
Business in 1978: "Nothing that is stated about
dollars and cents any longer means what it says" and
"Inflation is like a country where nobody speaks the
truth" and "Inflation induces an element of deceit into
most of our economic dealings" (printed in Federal
Reserve Readings On Inflation)

Wilson, Woodrow (1913-1921)The president
who passed the Federal Reserve act and made
the abominations herein described possible.
Wisconsin Patriots-Contact Joe Birkenstock at
1011 River Ct. Manitowoc, Wl 54220
World Government-The goal of communists
being promoted or condoned by millions of unwitting Christians with false Bible interpretations. "Those unaware are unaware of being
unaware! "To be sure you are not one of these,
PLEASE order a copy of One World Treason
Against Christ and U.S.A. by Helen Peters for
2 bucks and a tape cassette, The Unholy
Alliance which exposes the British role in subjecting us to Fed. 2 bucks. For much greater
details, send 15 bucks for 200 pages, 8 1/2 x
11 by Helen Peters titled Defenders Of The
Republic. THIS is a VITAL book! Bucks back
guarantee!
world slavery—Accomplished by convincing
the people that paper is money. words-primary
weapons of those who wish to control us with
inflation, fear, fluoride, usury, tax illusions and
propaganda.
zinc cent-As banksters switched paper that
they got for nothing, for our gold, they are now
switching zinc that they get for nothing for our
copper cents that they got originally for nothing
and in time they will switch paper for the zinc
"to save taxpayers money" leaving us with
nothing but strips of paper that ultimately must
by nothing. zone—Marxist land management.

war-A
means
of
eliminating
non-productive
consumers along with a few producers and a means
of getting the people to transfer more power to their
government. No longer possible without paper money.
waste-A bus load of IRS agents going over a cliff with
3 empty seats. wasted tax doll ars — A propaganda
masterpiece. If we can be kept believing our tax
money is spent in ridiculous places, we will never
understand the Fed's admission that no money goes
to Washington as taxes nor that government is totally
independent of taxation when they expropriate all they
want with checks. Treasury checks ARE beautiful
devices, who can refuse one? See Device. Ward,
Chester-Chicago area patriot and Monetary Realist
who published articles on Monetary Realism in The
Senior Citizen's Journal.
wealth—Human production having exchange value.
Antonym: money, which is NOT production, it is
intangible.
weapon-"The federal personal income tax is one of
the most potent weapons in trying to adjust the
economy"--lntroductory Economics by Gordon and
Dawson.
Webster, Daniel-Early patriot who said: "Of all the
contrivances for cheating the working classes of
mankind, perhaps none is so effectual as that which
deludes them with paper money".

CASSETTE TAPES
3 BUCKS EACH OR
FOUR FOR 10 BUCKS:
MERRILL JENKINS, THE MONETARY
REALIST BEFORE HIS DEATH IN 1979.
STUART CRANE, PH.D. LECTURER ON
HISTORY, POLITICS, PSYCOPOLITICS,
RELIGION, EVOLUTION, ECONOMICS AND
MORE!
LINDSEY WILLIAMS, CHAPLAIN ON
ALASKAN PIPELINE WHO HAD ACCESS TO
ALL INFORMATION. AN INCREDIBLE
REPORT.
UNHOLY ALLIANCE, SPEAKER EXPOSES
BRITISH USE OF RELIGION TO RECAPTURE
U.S.

Welch, Robert—Founder of the John Birch Society
and the man who wrote: "Fractional reserve banking
(theft) is alright if done by prudent and honest men'—
What Is Money. He is the indirect cause of this
dictionary being written and the author's exposure to
Monetary Realism.
welfare-Warfare. A means of sharing the loot
banksters take so that recipients will re-elect those
who make the plunder possible.
Wilber, Dave-Monetary Realist, writer and lecturer
who states that all of the world's problems are made
possible with "money" that the f i r s t users have to get
in unlimited ammounts without expending any labor
for it and that a solution to the world's problems can
not include money that the first users get for nothing.
Such a solution would only change our
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LAND OF THE FREE?
Who can deny that slavery exists when a group of people regularly and systematically take the
production of others, day after day, year after year without offering anything they produce in
exchange? Who can deny that 15,000 commercial bankers and 12 Federal Reserve banks regularly
and systematically take the production of others in whatever quantity they want without offering any
production in exchange? What better way to conceal their fraud than to have their victims ridicule and
condemn other victims (like this writer) who recognize the fraud and protest? Just a few words of
protest would leave the average citizen calling the protester a "communist" because we are
conditioned to think there are 2 forces in the World; capitalists and communists and that bankers are
'capitalists'. A capitalist is one who uses wealth to produce wealth but no banker produces wealth of
anykind unless perhaps he has a vegetable garden or some hobby. Bankers are definitely not
capitalists!
Some 35 years ago in high school, this writer was told that communism is "forcible redistribution of
wealth" or "robbing Peter to pay Paul". Thinking that money is wealth, I pictured a man coming around
with a bucket and a gun. You put your money in the bucket and he would go give it to someone else.
What do we have today? There is no bucket; it's an envelope. You can't put money in it when the
banks have reduced you accounts to "merely book entries". You are expected to put one of two things
in the envelope; either you enclose an authorization for your bank to alter your book entries (a check)
or a damned good reason why you didn't, otherwise you may meet a man with a gun? I met the man
with the gun. His name is Gerald Flens and he lives at 3958 Regalway Dr., St. Louis, MO 63128. He
took me to court for refusing to waive my rights and confess to how much of the Fed's counterfeit I
was robbed with! There can be no communism and no modern wars without the credit issued by the
World's interdependent and interlocking banking systems. Income tax and the Federal Reserve act fill
2 of 9 of Marx's 10 planks NOW law.
If someone forced you to accept sticks of wood for all of your labor, wouldn't that make you their
slave? If they forced merchants to accept those sticks of wood from you would you be any less a
slave? If the sticks of wood were reduced to pulp, made into paper and printed green on one side and
black on the other with a portrait of a dead president, would you be any less a slave? If the first users
of that paper got it for absolutely nothing and paid no taxes of any kind and were called "the Federal
Reserve" would you not be their slave? Russia and Congress BOTH borrow from banks, we are told
and the Bible says, "The borrower is servant to the lender." PR. 22:7 America and Russia have the
same master?
Some 20 years ago, a newspaper reporter stated that "communism is a battle for men's minds". Do
you have any doubt that the communism is banksterism and that banksters control our minds?

CHANGE THE SCALE
When something is difficult to see, you change the scale. You use a telescope for stars and a
microscope for microbes. Lets change the scale of the Earth's population by pretending there are only
20 people. Let's assume that producers could produce enough for 6 people but only 3 were producing
anything. There would be a problem, right? Would the problem go away if all figures here were
multiplied by 1 billion or would the problem be multiplied by 1 billion too?
What if there were only 10 people and 9 of them were women. The population could double in a year,
right? But our masters don't want more people! Suppose there was only one woman and nine men.
The population could increase only about 10%. It is apparent then, that liquidating the ladies is more
efficient in population control than murdering the men. ERA will help women?
You say life expectancy is increasing? Let's pretend that only 2 people had ever been on Earth. One
died at age 80 and the other died at age 70. We could say then, that the average life expectancy was
75 years. Suppose that a baby had been born but died the day it was born, or age zero. Then there
were 3 people having lived a total of 150 years with the average life expectancy only 50 years. If 8
babies were born and all died at age zero, then the average life expectancy was only 15 years.
If those 8 babies had been aborted life
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expectancy would have been 75 years for the other 2 people. Conclusion: Aborting babies increases the
average life expectancy, statistically.
There are not too many people on Earth but too many rewarded for not producing anything to
consume, such as bankers, bank employees, lawyers and their employees, countless government
parasites, welfarites and a lot of nice people I'd better not mention as well as beneficial parasites such
as doctors who don't promote extermination by fluoridation and a very few school teachers might be
beneficial. Most are Marxists who thumb their noses at the Constitution and strike for more paper
money. There can be no communism and no modern wars without legal tender paper money.
Passage of H.R. 878 would end inflation, communism and wars by repealing all legal tender laws.
Freedom and legal tender are in-compatable, you can not have both!

SUMMARY AND PROGNOSIS:
Men who create money with no physical exertion and who pay no taxes of anykind should be
expected to own the president and all of his appointees. The only purpose of all of those people and
their employees is to see that their masters keep creating the money they need to control all of us.
There is no crime they will not commit to keep us believing in and accepting their money. There can
be no communism and no modern wars without the money created by the world's interlocking and
interdependent banking systems. Their one united effort is to control the volume of money so that they
can remain our absolute masters as President James Garfield said such controllers would be. The
volume of money can be controlled by controlling the number of users of money. (Money is Credit.)
Though you consider yourself to be an individual and those around you to be individuals, somewhere
there are a few who look at the rest of us as a HERD. As long as the sheople in this herd sit and wait
to see what will be done to them next, our masters will just keep buying the legislation they need to
wipe out all remaining freedom. They will succeed as long as they can keep enough minds
concentrating on religion, skin color, phoney "enemies" that we feed, ball games or TV. Each new law
brings us one step at a time closer to being totally controlled with fiat money, fear, fluoride, phoney
taxes and false information. When such control is total, THEN you will know what communism is and
your children will be taught to think it is freedom. We need a 30 year moratorium on ALL legislation. If
we survived 200 years without the legislation of the next 30 years, surely we could survive the next 30
years with no new legislation.
The way you can help reverse this Marxist madness is to help distribute copies of this
booklet. If each reader would get 10 copies for 15 bucks, we will expose in short order the
"fraud upon the public" that J.M. Keynes wrote about. You can get 25 copies for 35 bucks;
50 for 60 bucks or 100 for 100 bucks. If you haven't yet heard Merrill Jenkins' Sacramento
speech get a tape of that for 3 bucks or a dozen for 20 bucks, ask for the Monetary Realist
catalogue.
"All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing"
Sir Edmund Burke
If all we used as money was gold and silver, prices would have to continously fall. This is because
there is a finite supply of these metals and an infinite supply of food, fiber and fabrications. As people
grew more skilled at producing the later, it would be ever more difficult to produce the metals. This is
the IDEAL system! The longer you hold the metals, the more you could get for them but the longer
you hold paper, the less you must get for it and ultimately must get nothing for it.
Please send 1 buck for 3 sample copies of Tax Lover's Truth Letter by this writer to include
Euthanasia Today In U.S.A. which leaves little doubt the Fed wants us dead. Annual subscription, 12
bucks a year.
The longer you take to join the fight for liberty, the harder the battle will be for your children and the
less chance they will have of winnina.
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